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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Title ofprogram: JETSET4.3 0 perturbativelyto describethe scatteringor creationof these
partonsat small distance scales (high Q2), and there are

Cataloguenumber:AAVJ reasonsto believe that the largedistancebehaviourof QCD
makesquarksandgluonsconfinedinsidehadrons.Exactlyhow

Programobtainablefrom: CPCProgramLibrary, Queen’sUrn- the confinementforces transform e.g. a quark into a jet of
versityof Belfast,N. Ireland(seeapplicationform in this issue) particlesis, however,not knownatpresent.

Computerfor which theprogram is designedand otherson which Methodofsolution
it is operable:ND, Univac,CDC andotherswith a FORTRAN The Lund model providesa phenomenologicaldescriptionof
77 compiler hadrornzation.Colourchargesareassumedto beconnectedby

colour flux tubes, kinematically described by the massless
Computer: ND-50; Installation: University of Lund, Lund, relativisticstring with no transverseexcitations.A quark then
Sweden correspondsto anendpointon a string and a gluon to a kink

on it. The breakupof thesestringsis describedin anessentially
Operatingsystem:SINTRAN 111/VS iterative fashion, string—~hadron+remainder-string,for fast

particles corresponding to an iteration jet -. hadron+
Programminglanguageused: FORTRAN 77 remainder-jet,but at thesametime providing a naturaljoining

of thejets in thecentralregion.
High speedstoragerequired: 28 Kwords

Restrictionson thecomplexityof theproblem
No. of bits in word: 32 .

Eachstringpiecemusthavea certainminimum energyso asto
beableto fragmentinto at leasttwo particles.This correspondsOverlaystructure: none .
to a minimum mvariant massbetweeneach two partonscon-
nectedby a colour flux tube.Also in thepresentiinplementa-

Peripheralsused: terminalorcardreaderfor input, terminal or
tion a jet system maycontainat mostten connectedpartonsline printerfor output
anda total of atmost250particlesproduced(mcludmgunsta-
ble particles which subsequentlydecay), but this is easily

No. of cards in combinedprogram and testdeck: 1987
changed.

Card imagecode: ASCII
Typicalrunning time

Keywords: jet fragmentation,hadronization,quark jet, gluon An eyentwith a CM energyof 40 GeV and anaverageof 30
jet, multiparticleproduction,MonteCarlo simulation particles (of which 14 are charged)in the final state takes

approximately0.2 s.Generationtimeis roughlyproportionalto
Natureofphysicalproblem themultiplicity.
In high energycollisionsnormallymost of theparticlesin the
final stateappearwithin a few rathernarrowcones. Eachof Unusualfeaturesof theprogram
these collectionsof particles,called jets, are assumedto be A randomnumbergeneratoris required.Energy, momentum
coming from thehadronizationof anoutgoingquarkor gluon. and flavour are conservedstepby step in the fragmentation
QCD,thecandidatetheoryof stronginteractions,canbeused process.
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LONG WRITE-UP

We present a Monte Carlo program basedon the Lund high Q2 and small distances;confinementeffects
model for jet fragmentation.Quark,gluon, diquarkandhadron are negligible anda process-dependentdescription
jets areconsidered.Specialemphasisis put on thefragmenta- canbe givenin termsof perturbativeQCD. In the
tion of coloursingletjet systems,for which energy,momentum secondphasethe partonsare recedingfrom each
and flavour are conservedexplicitly. The model for decaysof
unstable particles, in particular the weak decay of heavy other. Gluons emitted at this stage are soft or
hadrons,is described.Thecentralpartof thepaperis a detailed collinear and know little of the primary vertex.
descriptionon how to use theFORTRAN 77 program. Confinementforcesbegin to dominateandeventu-

ally leadto a breakupof the systeminto a number
of primary hadrons.The third phaseconsistsof

1. Introduction the decayof unstablehadronsinto the observable
particles.The transition betweenthe first and sec-

Theconceptof jetsis by now well establishedin ondphaseshouldof coursebe continuous,yet it is
the high energyphysics folklore, bothexperimen- for practicalpurposesconvenientto draw a line
tally and theoretically.Jets inevitably seemto be somewhereand considerthe subsequentjet frag-
presentin the final state of processesinvolving mentationand particle decaysas independentof
largemomentumtransfersto partons,in processes the primary interaction.
as disparatease~e annihilation,leptoproduction In thestudyof QCD thereare then two reasons
andhigh-p

1 hadroncollisions.Also a largepart of to introducephenomenologicalmodelsof jet frag-
the low-p, physics can be understoodin terms of mentation.Oneis that a detailedcomparisonbe-
jets. The jets are often associatedwith “struck” tween experimentsand the results obtained in
partons,i.e. quarksor gluons interactingwith a perturbativeQCD is almost impossibleif not the
high energyprobe,but a basic observationis that fragmentationanddecayeffectsare properlytaken
“spectator”jetsseemto havea very similar struc- into account.The other is that the behaviourof
ture. the confinementmechanism,whichwe would like

Generalfeaturesof the eventsin the processes to understandbetter, is obscured by the large
abovearein agreementwith whatis expectedfrom multiplicities encounteredin mostjets, so that an
QCD, the candidatetheoryof stronginteractions, extraction of the interesting features becomes
What has been extensively explored is the per- highly nontrivial.
turbativeexpansionof QCD at high Q

2, wherethe One model of jet fragmentationis the one de-
running coupling constant is small and where, velopedby the Lund group [1—9J, which hasbeen
with different degreesof confidencefor different applied to a numberof different processeswith
processes,the expansioncouldbeexpectedto con- goodresults.Thehardreactions,the soft fragmen-
verge reasonablyfast. But whereasQCD in this tation and the decaysof unstableparticles are
way providesa descriptionof colouredquarkand stochasticprocessesin our model; it is therefore
gluon interactionsat high energies,the observable naturalto give a descriptionin terms of a Monte
final statesbasicallyconsistof colourlesshadrons Carlo program simulating the complete event
(with somephotonsandleptonsfrom decays).The chain.This allows comparisonswith and predict-
interveningprocessof hadronization,which is very ions for anyexperimentallyobservablequantityto
closely connectedto the mechanismof confine- bemadein a straightforwardfashion.
ment,canat presentnotbegiven anexactdescrip- In this paperwe presenta Monte Carlo pro-
tion within the QCD framework, gram for the soft fragmentationof jetsanddecays

Lookingcloser,a typical eventcanphenomeno- of unstableparticlesbasedon the Lund model,i.e.
logically be separatedinto threephases.The first containing all the ingredientsassumedto be in-
phasecontains the hard primary interaction and dependentof the primary reaction.In companion
e.g. hardgluon bremsstrahlungin immediatecon- paperswe presentMonte Carlo programsfor the
nection herewith. This part is characterizedby hard, reaction-dependent,pieces of different
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processes:e~e annihilation[10], leptoproduction or Reggephenomenologyit is motivatedto assume
[11]andleptonpair (Drell—Yan)andhigh-p1events that the potential is basically linearly rising with
[12]. Theseare directly utilizing the programpre- the distancebetweenthe q and the 4. To denote
sentedhere for the subsequentevent chain, but the constantenergystoredperunit length of the
they by no meansexhaustthe possibleapplica- colour flux tubewe introduceK, wherephenome-
tions of this program. nologically K 1 GeV/fm 0.2 GeV

2. A causal
The programpresentedhere is a naturalout- and relativistically invariant description of the

growth from previousversions[13], howeverwith kinematics can then be given in terms of the
many new featuresincluded.The defaultparame- masslessrelativistic string with no transverseexci-
tervaluescorrespondto a “standard”Lund model, tations [15], where the momentum-carryingend-
from which deviations,warrantedby physics or pointscorrespondto the q and4 andthe stringin
otherwise,canbe describedin a well-definedway. betweento the flux tube [2].
Forcomparisonpurposesweincludesomeoptions To simulatethe dynamicsof jet fragmentation,
not properly part of the Lund framework, e.g. a probability is introducedfor the string to break
Field—Feynmantypejets [14]. up into two pieces,correspondingto the produc-

The plan of the paper is as follows. The next tion of a q’4’ pair in the field. Due to the polarity
sectioncontainsa brief introductionto the Lund of the colour field the q’ is pulled towardsthe 4
model.In section3 the schemefor the fragmenta- endof the string and the 4’ to the q end.Several
tion of a singlejet is presented,with main empha- breakupsmay takeplace in this way, and the q

1
sis on the flavour generationscheme.The frag- from one such q141 pair may thencombinewith
mentationof jet systemsis consideredin section4, the 42 from the adjacentq2q2 pair to form a q142

here in particular reviewing the kinematics. A colour singlet meson.On the averagetheseq’4’
surveyof particle (andparton)names,massesand creationverticeswill appearalong a hyperbolaof
decaymodesis nextpresented.Section6 contains constantproper time, howeverwith rather large
the “raison d’être” of this paper,a detailedde- fluctuations.The distribution of vertices can be
scription of the programelements:subprograms interpretedas a stochasticprocess,both in en-
and common blocks, argumentsand parameters. ergy—momentumandinspace—time.Further,while
Finally, some simple examplesare presentedin the mesonsthus formedare strictly orderedwith
section7. respect to flavour (cf. the conceptof rank) this

ordering only in the mean correspondsto the
orderingin rapidity.

2. The Lund model In any given Lorentz frame, the breakupsthat
producethe slowest hadrons(in that frame) are

Before describingthe practical details of jet alsothosethat will takeplacefirst. Henceformally
fragmentationand particledecayin the program, we havean “inside out” cascade.It is, however,
we would like to give a short summaryof the Lund alwayspossibleto go to a frame in which oneof
model for soft hadronization,which providesthe the endpoint quarksq is slow. In that frame the
conceptualframework for the program. A more mesonclosest to this quark (q41, the fist rank
detaileddescriptionand comparisonswith experi- meson)will beproducedfirst, thenthe nextclosest
mentsare beyondthe scopeof the presentpaper. (q142, the secondrank meson),etc. This suggests

the use of an iterative structureto describethe
2.1. Longitudinalfragmentationscheme breakup[16,1,14].

With theq goingout alongthe +zaxis (and the
Consider the processe±e— —~q4. The picture 4 along the — z one)light-conevariablesW÷= E

thenis of a quarkq andan antiquark4 goingout +p~and W_ = E — p~are introducedto describe
in oppositedirections.Betweenthem a colour flux the longitudinal fragmentation.A use for W~
tube, an elongatedcolour bag, is stretched.From rather than e.g. E and p~will ensure that the
charmoniumspectroscopy,bagmodel calculations fragmentationschemebecomesLorentz invariant
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underboostsalong the z axis. For the q jet, each (colour triplet—antitriplet) pairs occasionallyare
mesonwill takea randomfractionz~of the W~ producedin the field [7]. Suchan assumptiondoes
remainingfrom previoussteps,wherez~is distrib- not imply that a diquarkshouldbe consideredas a
utedaccordingto singleexcitation of an elementaryfield, only that

the soft chromoelectricfield effectively acts on a
f(z+)dz+ldz~. (1) . . .diquark as were it a unit. For simplicity, the

This choiceis motivated by the assumptionsthat notationq’4’ for a colour triplet—antitriplet pair
the density of statesas a function of the mass createdin the field will henceforthbe used with
squared M2 of a highly excited q4 system is the understandingthat q’ either may representa
dn/dM2 = constant,and that all kinematically quarkor an antidiquark.
allowed statesare equally populatedin the decay Due to the largeuncertaintyin the definitionof
of a q4 systeminto a mesonanda remainder-sys- diquarkmasses,thetunnelingformula (eq.(2)) can
tem. An iterationof this formulaleadsto a Poisso- not be useddirectly to predictthe expectedrateof
nian distribution of the numberof particles per diquark production. From low energy SPEAR
unit in rapidity, with a mean of 1. This is in Mark II datathe relativeprobabilityof diquarkto
agreement with what is obtained in the quarkproductionis determinedto qq : q 0.065: 1
Schwinger-model for 1 + 1-dimensional QED (with errors of ±25% mainly due to systematic
[17,18]. experimental uncertainties),correspondingto a

typical nonstrangediquarkmassaround450 MeV.

2.2. The tunnelingphenomenon Using this in combination with expectedmass
differencesbetweendifferent diquarks,the relative

A q’4’ pair wherethe quarkshaveno massand probability for the productionof the various di-
no tranversemomentumcanclassicallybe created quarksis determinedby the tunnelingformulaand
in onepointandthenbe pulled apartby the field, the numberof spinstatesavailable.
However, if the quarkshavemassand/or trans- A very importantconstraintis the fact that a
verse momentum they must classically be pro- baryon is a symmetric systemof three quarks
ducedat a certaindistanceso that the field energy (neglectingthe colour degreeof freedom).Whena
betweenthem can be transformedinto the trans- diquarkjoins a quarkto form a baryon, we there-
versemassm

1. This can be treatedas a tunneling fore weight the differentflavour andspin statesby
phenomenonand the productionprobability will the probability that they form a symmetric three-
beproportionalto [17,19] quarksystem.This meansthat,were it not for the

/ \ / tunneling suppressionfactors, all states in the
exp~— —m~)= exp~— —m

2)exp~— —p~). (2) SU(6) 56-multiplet would becomeequally proba-
K K ble. Of course also heavier baryons may come

Thefactorizationof the transversemomentumand from the fragmentationof e.g. c quark jets, but
the mass terms leads to a flavour-independent althoughthe particleclassificationschemeusedin
Gaussianspectrumfor the transversemomentum the programis SU(16), i.e. with eight flavours, all
of q’4’ pairs. Since the string is assumedto have possiblequark—diquarkcombinationscan be re-
no transverseexcitations,this ~ is locally corn- latedto SU(6) by symmetryarguments.
pensatedbetweenthe quark and the antiquarkof In our surveyof the tunnelingphenomenonso
the pair. far, longitudinal fragmentationpropertieshavenot

Theformulaalso impliesa suppressionof heavy enteredthe picture. However,in order to produce
quark production u: d: s : c 1 : 1 :0.3: 10_It, a q’4’ pair with nonzero m~the field must be
Charmandheavierquarksare hencenot expected sufficiently long, i.e. we have to wait until the
to be producedin the soft fragmentation. original q4 pair hascomesufficiently far apart.On

One possibility to understandbaryon produc- the other hand, in order to produce a very en-
tion in e.g. e~e annihilationis if, in addition to ergetichadronin thejet the field mustbreakvery
quark—antiquarkpairs, also antidiquark—diquark early.A simplequantummechanicaltreatment[4]
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suggeststhat this can be describedby the intro- within ajet. Hencewe expectto seemoreparticles
duction of a vertex weighting factor g(lcT/m~ ~2 in the qg andg4 angularrangesthanin the q4 one
where r is the proper time for the vertex (of the [5].An asymmetryof thiskind is actuallyobserved
asymptotesto the outgoingq’ and ~‘). Although by the JADEgroup at PETRA [20].
the preciseshapeof g is model-dependent,it turns In our model,with a string stretchedfrom the q
out that different, reasonableparametrizationsof via the g to the 4, thereis a natural transition to
g give very similar results.Hencewe will hereuse the simpletwo-jet q4 eventfor the casesof a soft

2 2 or collineargluon.A soft gluonwill loseits energy
g 2 = (icT) [(Kr) + m . (3) and disappearbefore the string breaks the first

time so that the fragmentationwill proceedas inAmong other things, this will lead to a softer . —

an ordinaryqq event,with someextrap imparted
particlespectrumthan the one implied by eq. (1). . .

to the hadronswithin approximatelyone unit of

2 3 Gluons rapidity aroundthe gluon (pseudo-)rapidityandacorrespondingrecoil takenup by the endpoint q

In the masslessrelativistic string formalismit is and4 [9]. For a collineargluon, the energyin the
possibleto havea pointlikepart of the string carry qg (or 4g) leg is so small that this cannot break
a finite amountof energyandmomentum.Sucha and producea hadronat the gluon corner. The
“kink” modeis actedupon by the string by twice first breakis insteadon the otherside of the gluon
the force acting upon an endpoint quark. This andthefirst rankhadronwill containthe wholeqg
gives featuresvery similar to those of a gluon in piece.
QCD, where the correspondingforce ratio is ex- Thesingularitiesencounteredin thegluonemis-
pectedto be 2/( 1 — 1 /N~)with N~the numberof sion probability are thus in a naturalway regu-
colours.Ourpictureof e.g.aq4geventis thusthat larized by the soft fragmentation process.This
a stringis stretchedfrom the q via the g to the 4 manifestationof infraredstability is in fact neces-
[3]. sary in order that a description of the strong

Again herethe string piecesbetweenthe q and interactionin terms of quarksand gluonsshould
g andbetweenthe g and 4 maybreak up by the be meaningful.
creationof new quark—antiquarkpairs.The gluon For a given process,the threekinds of gluons
itself can, however,not breakup into a q’4’ pair are then takencareof in differentways. Perturba-
until after it has lost its energyand momentum. tive QCD gives the probability for the emissionof
For a hard and acollineargluon, the string piece a hard, acollineargluon in the processandsucha
on eitherside of the gluon will break before this gluon is explicitly describedas a kink on a string
time and give a “first rank” hadronat the gluon that fragments.Soft centralgluonsdo not signifi-
“corner” of the string. The two remainingstring cantly alter longitudinal fragmentationproperties
pieceswill then fragmentlike ordinaryquark—an- but give particlesextraPt as discussedabove.We
tiquark jet systems(if the hadron at the gluon will in section4.1 mention a schemeto simulate
corneris q~42 then the remainder-systemsare q41 thep1 coming from suchsoft gluons,a simplerbut
andq24). often reasonableapproximationis to maintain the

Since the energy of a gluon jet is sharedbe- Gaussiandistribution of eq. (2) but increasethe
tweentwo stringpieces,a gluonjet will in general width. Collinear gluons, finally, give a negligible
be softerthan a quarkone.At presentlyaccessible contribution to transversemomentumproperties,
energiesthe difference in multiplicity will, how- but give a softeningof the longitudinal fragmenta-
ever,be much smallerthan the factor 2 one could tion spectrum. This is becausethey delay the
expect. The particlesproducedin the qg and g4 breakingof the colour field, andto producea fast
stringpieceswill in mometumspaceappearalong particlethe field hasto breakearly. Although the
two hyperbolae,typically with a distancefrom the physical interpretationdiffers, the numerical re-
hyperbolaeto the origin of around300 MeV/c for sultsobtainedhereis similar to the oneobtained
primary hadrons, i.e. comparableto typical P~ e.g. in jet calculus[21].
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2.4. Hadron anddiquark fragmentation lationswith the rest of the system.As previously,
SU(6) factorsare includedfor the productionof a

In a low-p1 nondiffractivehadronicinteraction, baryon.
we picture the incoming hadronsas colour bags The precise physical structureof the colour
containingtwo or three(for mesonsand baryons, field in the central region, i.e. between the two
respectively)colour “blobs”, correspondingto the I-quarks,is still not well explored.Wewill assume
smeared-outvalencequarkwavefunctions[6]. We that this centralregionis spannedby an ordinary
thenexpect that, with a certainprobability, there string with a random “endpoint” quark (antidi-
will be a connectionbetweentwo blobs from the quark) in direct associationwith one I-quark and
two incominghadrons,so that the two bagsdo not its antiquarkwith the other I-quark. One could,
separateagainafter the collision. Insteada string however, imagine a more complicatedstructure,
is stretchedin the centralregionjust like between e.g. with gluons at the endpoints rather than
a q4 pair in e~eannihilation.Theenergy for this quarks.
string is taken from the valence quarks, which In e.g. leptoproduction, when one quark is
hence are retarded. Dependingon the original kicked out by the virtual probe,the fragmentation
hadronwavefunctionthe quarkswill initially have of the targetremnantwill be verysimilarto thatof
different amountsof energy, and thus lose their a baryonjet as describedabove[8]. The difference
energydifferently fast.After onequarkhaslost its is that the I-quark (which is kicked out) will give
energyit will stop,but theremainingquark(s)may rise to ajet of its own in thecurrentfragmentation
continue until the string has been stretchedto a region.We will then use the sameidea of a step-
full length determinedonly by the initial hadron wise stretchingof the string for the U diquark
energy.The quarkat the end of the string, which fragmentationaswe did for baryonfragmentation.
was thelast to stop,wewill referto asthe L-quark Even the distribution of x~will be assumedthe
(L for leading), the quark closest to the central same,althoughthis is not strictly necessary.
regionwill becalledI-quark(I for interacting)and It might seem that this diquark picture is in
the middle quark in a baryonjet J-quark (J for disagreementwith the onepresentedin section2.2.
junction). The positions along the string at which This need not be so. In that casethe important
the J- and I-quarks stop are called x~and x1, point was the probabilityto createa diquark—anti-
respectively,with XL = 1 by definition. diquarkpair which thenis acceleratedby the field.

Quark—antiquark(antidiquark—diquark)pairs How the two quarks of the diquark share the
can as usual be producedin the field stretched energy gain is, however,of no interest,sincethey
between the endpoint L-quarks via the J- and anyhowwill enterthe samehadron.In the present
I-quarks.Sincethe absolutepositionsof the J- and case a diquark exists in the initial stateand is
I-quarks are determinedby the wavefunction,the retardedby the field. Dependingon the initial
iterativestructureof section 2.1 will be somewhat baryonwavefunctionandon how the field breaks,
broken. We note that for a baryonjet the field the L- and J-quarksmay but neednot end up in
changesdirection at the J-quark, so that a pro- the samehadron. In the casethat they do (i.e.
ducedquarkis alwayspulled towardsthe J-quark. actuallymore than 50% of the time) therewill be
Hencethe string piece that contains the J-quark no differencecomparedto a diquark in the sense
alwaysbecomesa baryon. Also the L- or I-quark of section2.2.
or bothof them may be includedin the baryonif
no breaksoccurin thecorrespondingstringpieces.
The L- and J-quarks, if included in the same 3. Singlejets
baryon, are assumedto retain a memory of their
total spin and in this case act just like a U A jet is createdby an outgoingcolouredparton
diquark. The I-quark, which takes part in the (quark, diquark, gluon) and can hencenever ap-
primaryinteractionandalsois the first to stop,is, pear alone. Sometimes it is however useful to
however,always assumedto lose all spin corre- study the fragmentationof a singlejet as a first
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approximation,without theaddedcomplicationof SPEARdatawe determinedit to be qq/q= 0.065
joining thejetsin thecentreetc.In this chapterwe [7,22], while recent PETRA and PEP data [23]
will then considersuch “infinite energy” jets of would suggesta highervalue,perhaps0.08. Within
differentkinds, the errorsthereneedbe no contradictionbetween

these two figures; as a compromisewe choose
3.1. Quarkjets 0.075. The secondparameteris the suppressionof

spin 1 diquarkscomparedto spin 0 ones,exclud-
Assumea primary quarkq (q = u,d, s, c,b,...) ing thenaiveenhancementof spin 1 diquarksby a

going out along the +z axis. In the colour field factor of 3 due to spin counting. This can be
behindq a q i

4 pair is createdandpulled apart.A relatedto theud
1 — ud0 massdifferenceandfrom

mesonq41 is formed leaving a remainder-jetq1 there to the ~° — A ditto, however with rather
which thenwill serveas startingpoint for further largeuncertainties.The valueusedin the program
breaksin an iterativefashion.Henceprimaryme- is (1 /3)ud1/ud0= 0.05, but verylittle will depend
sonsq41, q~42’ q 243’ etc.,are formed. critically on thischoice.The final parameteris the

The productionof different quarksin the field extra suppressionof strangediquarksin addition
is in principle determinedby the tunneling for- to what is implied by the strangequark suppres-
mula (eq. (2)), which e.g. tells us that c quark sion. This comesaboutsince the tunnelingproba-
production in the field can be completely ne- bility is an exponentialin m

2andnot in m, so that
glected. Quark massesare, however, uncertain the diquarkandstrangequarksuppressionsdo not
enoughthatwe chooseto introduceas free param- factorize.In the programwe use(us/ud)/(s/d)=
eter the suppressionof s-quarkproductioncorn- 0.2, but againthis is not critical.
pared to u- or d-quark one.Experimentally this A givenquark—diquarkpairmay combineeither
seemsto beanumberin theranges/u= 0.30—0.35, to producea spin 1/2 (“octet” if only u, d and s
in agreementwith theoreticalprejudices. quarksareconsidered)or a spin 3/2 (“decuplet”)

The quark and the antiquark may combine baryon(againneglectinghigher resonances).Spe-
eitherto producea pseudoscalaror a vectormeson cial caseis here necessarysince, in distinction to
(higherresonancesareneglected).FromSU(6)spin themesoncare,differentflavourcombinationhave
countingonewould expectthis to takeplacein the differentnumberof statesavailable(for uuu only
proportions1: 3, whereasthe experimentalfigures ~ + is available,while udsmayeitherbecomeA,
seemsto be closerto 1: 1. This could be relatedto ~ or ~~h3), In SU(6) this may be expressedby
the difference betweenpseudoscalarand vector giving eachquark—diquarkcombinationa weight,
mesonmasses,but wehaveno theoryfor this and i.e. probability to be acceptedso that,were it not
henceacceptit as a free parameter.The diagonal for the tunneling suppressionfactors above, the
flavour combinationsuU, da and s8 are mixed to different baryonswould be producedin propor-
producethe pseudoscalars~r°, i~and i~’ and the tion to their numberof spin states,i.e. 2 for spin
vectorsp°,w and4. Basicallythis flavour mixing is 1/2and4 for spin3/2 baryons.As in thecasefor
known,althoughwith someuncertaintiesfor i~and mesons,one could imagine a suppressionof the

heavierspin 3/2 baryons,parametrizedby reduc-
Occasionallyan antidiquark—diquarkpair may ing the weight for the spin 3/2 statesby a given

be createdin the field rather than a quark—anti- factor.Due to lack of datait is not known if such
quark one, with the constraintthat two adjacent a reductionis necessary,andwe will henceneglect
breaks may not both be of this type, since we it for the moment.
disregardthe possibility of bounddiquark—antidi- If a given quark—diquarkcombinationis not
quark states.In addition to the s-quarksuppres- acceptedabove, properlyboth the quark and di-
sion, three further parametersare introducedto quarkflavoursshouldbe chosenanew.Thiswould
describethe productionprobabilitiesin this case. become a tediousprocesssince then the hadron
The first is the suppressionof diquark pair pro- producedin the stepbeforehasto be thrownaway
duction comparedto quarkpair production.From aswell. In practiceonly the lastproducedpair, be
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that the quark or diquark one, is thrown away. for u andd quarksas free parameterandonly use
The error introducedby this is small. eq. (6) to relate this to what is implied for the

Everyquarkor diquark is also supposedto have fragmentation of a heavier quark (whereM~pper

a transversemomentumj5~randomly distributed andMi~werare different). Experimentallythen c
according to 0.5 for u andd quarks,which implies c 0.35 for

2 s, 0.15 for c and 0.05 for b quarks. TheI p1
fq( i~)d

2p
1= —i exp — —i-) d

2p, (4) formula is derivedexplicitly for the caseof a first
rankhadron,but wewill assumethat the effect in

~ra a
with the constraintthat the total j5~of eachpair further stepswill be of the same type, where the

flavour of the remnant-jetspecifiesthe c valuetocreated in the field be zero. The transverse
be used.momentaof the quarksare thenaddedvectorially

The effectsof finite field lengthswill be takento give thep~of the mesonsformedfrom them. In

principle a is given by a2= ic/ir from eq. (2), but into accountby the introduction of a weighting
factor at eachpair productionvertexthen soft gluon effects, etc., comein addition, so

that we leave a as a free parameter.Experimen-
2 (KT)2 — F

tally a0.40—0.45GeV/c. — 2 — (7)
Sincewe by definition havechosenthe primary (tcT) + m~ F + m~q’

quark q to go out along the z axis, it would in
principle haveno transversemomentum.However, wherem

1q is the transversemassof the quark (or
the recoileffectfrom soft gluon emissioncanoften diquark) pair createdat the vertex. The factor ]I~
be approximatedby giving q a fl1 just like for the maybecalculatedrecursively
pairs createdin the field with this momentum = 0, (8)
assumedto be balancedelsewherein the event.
Hencesuchan option is available. = (1 — z+1)(1’1_i +. \, (9)

The primary quark q, going out along the +z z±iI
axis, initially carriesthe quantity W~0 E0 ~
From W~0the fist rank hadron q41 takes the with m11 the transversemassof the hadronq~_I

4i~

E +p~ fraction z±
1= (E +pz)q~i/W±oleaving If this “f-weighting” fails, the latest choice of

W~1= (1 — z~1)W~0to the remainingq3 jet, from flavour, transversemomentumandz is invalidated
which the secondrank hadronq1q2 takesa frac- and has to be remade.The effectson the flavour
tion z~2,etc. Basically we expect to havea flat distributionfrom this are small, but it introducesa
distribution in z~(eq. (1)), howeverwith correc- correlationbetweenz andp1 for hadrons.
tions from collineargluonsandfinite field sizes. After a hadronhasbeenaccepted,p~andE for

Collinear gluonsmodify eq. (1) to an effective it are found accordingto
distribution

f(z~)dz~= (1 + c)(l — z~)C dz~, (5) ~ = ~ (~+~+~i — mt, ), (10)
I)

wherec in first order QCD is given by

~+~( I)+4 12 I M
2 M2 /

C — ~ I ln ln upper — ln ln lower )~ (6) Z~W~_~> ) (11)
A2 A2 ,‘

Theperhapsmostknownjet generationscheme,
Here M~pper correspondsto the limit abovewhich the Field—Feynman(FF) one [14],is similar to the
a gluonis explicitly takeninto account(seesection model presentedabove.The major differenceis in
4.3) while M~wercorrespondsto a cutoff at typical the longitudinal fragmentation.Therean effective
hadron masses. A is the usual QCDscale parame- fragmentationfunction
ter. Again the theoretical uncertainty is large
enough that it is feasible e.g. to choose the c value f(z~)dz~ (1 — a + 3a(l — z~)2) dz~, (12)
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with a = 0.77 is used.Charm and heavierquarks included,the flavourfragmentationschemeof sec-
are not included in the FF model, but are tradi- tion 3.1 carriesoverunchanged.Let us then con-
tionally introduced by using a shape similar to eq. sider the modifications when including a J- or
(12) or of the type I-quark.

The J-quarkmay eitherbe includedin the first
f(z±)dz÷= (1 + b)zb+dz~, (13) rank hadron together with the L-quark, or in a

with b ~‘ 0 for the first rankmeson(containingthe higher-rankhadrontogetherwith a remnant-quark
heavy quark) and then the ordinary function after- from the L-quarkjet fragmentation(in this casea
wards. In our implementation of the FF scheme it remnant-antidiquark is not an acceptable alterna-
is also possible to producebaryons, again not tive, if this happens the generation is started over).
included in the FF recipe, according to our own In addition a third quark will go into the hadron,
model, either the I-quark or a quark created in the field

behind the J-quark. The probability for these three
3.2. Hadron anddiquarkjets quarks to go into a baryon is calculated using the

ordinarySU(6) factors.Note that if the L-quark is
Dependingon the initial wavefunctions,the J. includedin the baryon, then the L- and J-quarks

and I-quarkswill stop at different positionsalong alreadyare in a diquark state,so that the SU(6)
the string, expressedby x,~and x1. As reasonable factors on the averagewill be larger than for three
parametrizationsof theseprobabilitydistributions quarksat random.Theprobability for the L- and
we choose J-quarks to stick togetheris thus enhancedap-

proximatelyfrom 50 to 60%. If the SU(6) weight-
f3(x~)dx~= 6x~(1— x3) dx3 (14) ing fails, the completejet is generatedanew(but

for baryonanddiquarkjets with the same~ andx1 values).
An I-quarkwill alwaysbe assumedto lose any

fib( x1) dx1 = O(XJ — x1) dx1 (15) spincorrelationwith therestof theoriginal hadron.
x,~ Hence,whenthe I-quarkis includedin a mesonor

a baryon, possibly togetherwith the L- and/or
for baryon jets (the 0 function meansthat the J-quark,it will be treatedpreciselylike anordinary
I-quark alwayslies behindthe J-quark)and quark createdin the field. The only exceptionis
fim(Xi) dx1 = 2(1 — x1) dx1 (16) that if we are to combineit with a diquarkcreated

in the field no SU(6) weightingis performed,since
for mesonjets. The correspondingpositions in we can not throw away the I-quark (in practice
momentum space are given by W± ~ = Xj W~and this shortcomingis not very significant). Whenthe
W.~1 = ~ I-quark is included in the hadron, there is no

Neglecting F-factors for the moment, the frag- ordinary remnant-flavourleft. Therefore a new
mentationfunction for a hadronjet is basically flavour (q, 4, qq, 4~’Jis generatedaccordingto
given by eq. (5). However, we do not expect any customary probabilities for pair production in the
collinear gluons to be associatedwith the string field and forms the starting point for the rest of
piecebetweenthe L- andJ-quarks, since these two the flavour chain. The kinematics for this is treated
separateat a rather late stage, after most gluon as if the I-quark and this new flavour were an
radiationhas takenplace.Hence,until theJ-quark ordinary q’4’ pair coming out from a common
has been included in a baryon, eq. (1) will be used vertexwith W~ = W~1 (for a hadron produced in
instead, the lth step).

With the scalingvariablez+ chosen,it is possi- Pairscreatedin thefield during the fragmenta-
ble to checktheremainingW~ = (1 — z~,)W~11_1) tion areagainassumedtohavetransversemomenta
against W+ ~and W~1 to see if either the J-quark according to eq. (4). The L- and J-quarks, nor-
or I-quark or both should be included in the mally not given any p1, maybe given opposite and
hadron to be formed. In a step when neither is compensating ~ (corresponding to the relative
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Fermi motion, which is expectedto be smaller W+~/
2. The first rank hadronwill take fractions

than the ordinaryfragmentationpr), andmay also z~,z~of this so that
sharea p~(to be balancedelsewherein the event) ~ ~ = z~W~+z~W~
just like a leading quark. The I-quark together
with its associatednew flavour are givenap~in the = (z~ +z~))W+g/2. (19)
sameway as q’4’ pairs.

Finally, a weighting in F is performedas for Thez~aredistributedindependentlyof eachother
ordinary quark jets, with one modification. The accordingto eq. (5).
field changespolarity at the J-quark,so that for a Finite field length correctionsare given by the
q’4’ pair createdbetweenthe L- and J-quarkthe F, factor from the two sides:
relevantinvariant time shouldbe calculatedfrom 2 2

the pointwhere theJ-quarkstopped.Theiteration I i 1C7

1 \ I I KT2

formula of eq. (9) is hencereplacedby m~1) g~

r’,. = ((1 — z~1)W±(/1)— w+~) = _________ p
2) (20)

x(
F

1_1 m~, \ f(fl + m~q1~~(2) + m~q2(17)W±(,_1)— ~ + z+/W±(,_l)) Here a further degreeof freedom for the F~is

introduced,which is notspecifiedby the z~alone.
for particles in front of the J-quark and Defining W~’~= (E — p)(t) and corresponding

r1=(1 z+/)W+(,_I) fractionsz~,the transversemass m1 of the first
rankhadronis given by

__________ m~1
x ( W+(,_1)— ~ + zW ) (18) ~ m~

(21)

for the particlecontainingthe i-quark.
Within the programit is possiblee.g. to require which meansthat

the LJ-diquark always to stick togetherand go
into the first rank hadron.Iterativemodelsof the 0 <z~’~W~<

type qq hadron+ qq’ [24] are, however,not im- z~2W~P+z~W(2)’ I = 1, 2. (22)±

plemented. Field—Feynmanfragmentation func- We will assumethat z~W~is uniformly distrib-
tions are availableas for quarkjets, but this is of uted in the allowed range (the samewill then
coursenot a standardfeatureof the FF model.

apply to z~W~).The f(t) are thengiven by
F(l—z~Wz~W~, i1,2. (23)

3.3. Gluon jets
What remainsafter the formationof the first rank

An “infinite energy” gluon jet in the Lund hadron is an antiquarkjet 4i with known p~,
model consistsof two string piecesjoined at the E+p~ (1 — z~)W~PandpW,anda correspond-
tip, at the gluon itself. The two stringpieceswill ingly knownquarkjet q2.The continuedfragmen-
breakby theproductionof a q141 anda q242 pair, tation of thesejets wll then proceedas in two
respectively(whereone of q1 and q2 may repre- ordinary, independentquarkjets.
sentan antidiquark).A hadronq142is thusformed Other gluon jet models advocated[25,26]and
at the gluon corner.For eachof the q’q’ pairsa ji~ available hereasoptionsare oneswherethe gluon
is definedas in eq. (4), which add vectorially to either fragmentslike a quark of random flavour
give thep~of thehadron. (u, d, s, Ii, d, ~), possibly then with a somewhat

Whenthe string is stretched,the gluon will lose softerfragmentationfunction,or like a quark—an-
its energy equally rapidly to the two string pieces, tiquarkjet pair sharing the total energyaccording
so that the W~on the two sidesare = to theAltarelli—Parisi splittingfunction for g -. q4.
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(We do, however,not include the possibility of two basicjet configurationsare possible.Oneis an
gluon jets with a radically different flavour con- openstring with aquark andan antiquarkin the
tent, as has beenadvocatede.g. in ref. [27].) Of ends and an arbitrary number of gluons in be-
courseit is alsopossibleto usethe Field—Feynman tween: q4, qg4, qggq, etc. The other is a closed
fragmentation function in connectionwith the gluon loop: gg, ggg, etc. Any jet systemmay be
fragmentationof a gluonjet. built up by combiningsuch basic configurations.

Note that for systemswith four or morejets a
3.4. Finitejetsandsystems

given setup of parton flavours and momentawill
The schemesabovehaveto be complemented not uniquely specify the string configuration. In

with a prescriptionfor whento stopthejet genera- ref. [28] this problemis studiedfor some specific
tion. In our programthis takesplace when the processes.
remaining W~ becomesless thane.g. 0.1 GeV so In the following wewill studythe simulationof
that no further hadronswithp~>0 may be gener- the differentjet systems.In addition to what has
ated. It must,however,berememberedthat several beendiscussedin the previoussection,threeques-
of the particles created before this may well have tions will be of importance: how to join two jets,
large,negativep~.For the studyof scalingproper- the kinematicsat gluon cornersand cuts against
ties and “infinite energy” jets this doesn’t matter. soft and collinear gluons.
However, when generating jets in actual physical
situations one could e.g. choose to keep all final 4.1. Quark—antiquarkjet systems
particleswithp~>0 or to keepall stableparticles
coming from primary hadrons with p~>0. We Thesimplestjet systemis the q4 event.Seenin
include the latter possibility as an option in the the CM framewehavea quarkq going out in the

+z directionandanantiquark4 in the —zdirec-program.
It would with suchcuts on momentumparallel tion, with W~

0 = W_0 = E~, the centreof mass
to the respectivejet axesbe possible to generate energy.
systemsof quark and gluon jets to simulatee.g. Neitherthe Lund nor the Field—Feynmanfrag-
q4, q4g or ggg events.Models of this kind would mentationfunctionis completelysymmetric,in the
notconserveenergy,momentumor flavourexcept sensethat the final resultis differentif ajet system
as propertieson the mean.Neitherwould theybe is generatedfrom right to left or from left to right.
Lorentz invariant. At high enough energiesone To overcomepartly this limitation, wewill at each
would expect the errors to be small wheninterest step of the generationschemeallow a particle to
lies mainly in the rather fast particlesso that the be formedwith equalprobabilityon eitherside of
joining of thejetsin thecentredoesnot enter.This the thenremainingsystem.We will refer to these
is essentiallythe line followed in the Hoyeret al. as right (+z) or left (— z) sidehadrons,keepingin
[25]andAli et al. [26] Monte Carlo programs,but mind that this flavour andcoordinatespaceorder-
with the addition of special routines that ensure ingmaylookentirelydifferentinmomentumspace.
energy, momentumand flavour conservationby The scaling function to be usedis f(z~)for a
suitableadjustmentsof thejets “post facto”. The right side hadronandf(z_) for a left sideone.The
option to generateindependentjets is also availa- scaling variable z~(z_) may no longer take all
ble in the presentprogram, then with energy, valuesbetween0 and 1, constraintscoming from
momentumand flavour breakspreserved.In the conservation of energy and momentum. The
following sectionwe will, however,chooseanother (non-optimal)constraintsusedare
approachto the questionof generatingjet systems. m~ m’~

(24)w+w_ w+w_
4. Jet systems

The lower cut correspondsto the hadron with
In the Lund model,with quarksrepresentedby transversemassm~takingall the W (W~) availa-

endpointsof stringsandgluonsby kinkson strings, ble, the upper to the presenceof a remaining
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systemwhich has to takesome W~(W). As the Here k = 2 correspondsto the mass of the final
minimum mass of such a systemq

142 we take pairbeing takenfully into account.Smaller values
— mql + mq2. Eachhadronformed takesa frac- mayalsobeconsidered,dependingon whatcriteria

tion bothof W~andW, thusif theith hadronis are usedto definethe “best” joining.
formedon the right side The I ±6 factor signifies a smearingof the

w~,=(1—z~,)W~(,_.I), (25) Wmin value, e.g. 1±6randomly distributed be-tween 0.8 and 1.2, to avoid an abrupt and un-
physical cutoff in the invariant massdistribution

W_1 = W_(i_ I) — z+,W+(,_ (26) of the final two hadrons.Still, this distributionwill

be somewhatdifferent from that of any two adjac-

In the Lund model, a matrix element factor ~I2 ent hadronselsewhere.Due to the cut in eq. (28)
accordingto eq.(3) will appearfor eachq’4’ pair thereis no tail up to very high masses;thereare
created.Hencewe haveto keeptrackof a F~on also fewer events close to the lower limit, where
the right side anda F on theleft side.Thesemay the two hadronsare formedat restwith respectto
be obtainedrecursivelyas in eq. (9), but with the eachother.
differencethat whereasa left-sidehadronwill take For the two final hadronsthe respectivemasses
a part of the total W~,it will not influence the and transversemomentaand the remaining W~
value for F±. Hencewe needto keeptrack of a and W are known (flavour andj5~propertiesof
variable W~ which only dependson how much the final q~4~pair are as for the other q’4’ pairs
E + -‘~right sidehadronscarryaway,so that in the createdin the field, except that for q,, an antidi-
formation of such a particle quark the SU(6) checksfor matchingflavours can

only be done with respectto one of the adjacent
W~~—W+1_I)z+/W±/_l) q’4’ pairs). If W~W_ is too small, no kinemati-

= (1 — I~,)J’~’~(,_~), 27 cally allowedsolution will exist, in which casewe

reject all previous stepsand start all over again.
whereit is the thus-definedz~,that entersin eq. Otherwisetwo possiblesolutionsexist,onein which
(9). the right sidehadronmovesto the right in the CM

The separation-offof hadronsmay go on as frame of the two hadrons,and one in which it
long as the energy of the remaining systemis moves to the left. The probability for the latter,
sufficiently large. At somepoint, when reverse, ordering is smaller for two adjacent

hadronselsewherein the chain, hence a corre-
(w+ W )rema <W

2 (28) spondingbehaviouris put in by handfor the final
ining mm’

it is decidedthat the next breakupwill give the two hadrons.A good parametrizationis
final two hadrons rather than a hadron and a h

remainder-system.Basically Wmjn should be de- ‘~reverse= — a (1 — m
11 + m~2 ) , (30)

terminedsothata flat rapidity plateauis obtained (W~W_~1/2

at high energies.This roughly correspondsto an
averageWmin of 2,4 GeVwith the Lund fragmen- wherem11 andm12 arethe transversemassesof the
tation schemeand 2.9 GeV with the Field—Feyn- final two hadronsand W~and W corresponding
manparametrization, remainingquantities.We choosea = 0.32 andb =

Ideally, eachparticletype by itself shouldgive a 0.5 in the Lund schemeand b = 0.8 with the
flat rapidity plateau.In practicethis is unattaina- Field—Feynmanparametrization.
ble, but a marked improvement is obtained if Wmin The recipeabovewill conserveenergy,momen-
is made flavour-dependent.For a q,4~system turn and flavour at each step of the generation
which breaks by the production of a, possibly process.Theresultwill agreewith the singlequark
final, q~4~pair, W~ may be written jet recipefor the fast particleson eitherside while

we obtain a smoothjoining of the two jets in the
wmm t. mm +mqj+mqj+kmq,,)(l ±6). (29) centre.It is, however,importantto rememberthat
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no - schemeof this kind can be made entirely utedamongtheparticlesaroundthegluonpseudo-
consistent. rapidity anda recoil is takenup by the endpoints

The schemeas discussedso far allows for an and distributedin proportion to the W~ or W

initial q4 pair and the productionof new quark— fractions. This procedure will conserve the
antiquarkor antidiquark—diquarkpairs in the col- momentum,i.e. the centralsoft gluonp~is exactly
our field between them.However,just as in section compensatedby the recoil, but the total energy
3.2, this canbeextendedto diquarkor hadronjets. will in our schemenot be conservedexactly (al-
J- and I-quarks from the right-moving initial though the deviations are not very large). This
hadronare given positions W~ and W~

1, while breakinghasbeenforcedon us sincethep~contri-
thosefrom the left-moving hadronare givenposi- bution from a soft gluon on a hadrondependson
tions W~and W_1. Thesequarksare included in the pseudorapidity range subtended by the hadron,
thehadronswhich, during the fragmentation,take while an exact calculation of this range requires
the corresponding portions of the string. Normally that the total P~is alreadyknown.Whatwe in fact
a central flavour chain is stretchedbetweenthe do is to add the soft gluonp~asperturbationson
two I-quarks.For lack of somethingbetterto do, an ordinaryeventand recalculatethe energiesof
whena flavouris generatedin associationwith one thehadronsafter this. This option in the program
I-quark, the correspondingantiflavour is associ- may be necessarye.g. for a study of “primordial
ated with the other I-quark, and in between k1” in leptoproduction,but in general a good
ordinary breakupsare allowed to take place. If, representationof the data is obtainedby an in-
however,most of the energy has beenused up creasein the Gaussianp1 width and/orby giving
beforethe I-quarksareincludedin hadrons,it may theendpointquark—antiquarkpair oppositetrans-
be that the two I-quarks end up in adjacent versemomentajust like a quark—antiquarkpair in
hadrons.In that caseno central flavour chain is the field (such an option is also available for
necessary, and the kinematics is handledas were two-jet events).
the I-quarkscomingfrom a commonvertex.

A ratherfreestandingpart of the program,only 4.2. The gluonkinks
implementedfor simpletwo-jet systems,is a simu-
lation of the transversemomentumeffects from Assumean arbitraryjet systemcharacterizedby
soft gluons,as discussedin section2.3. Thecentral the partonmomentaand an orderingof the par-
region in pseudorapidityspaceis divided into a tonsalong the string stretchedbetweenthem.For
numberof bins with a width aroundm~y = 1. In the purposesof our generationschemean alterna-
eachbin the gluonsare summedup to one effec- tive setup of kinematical variablesis calculated.
tive gluon with Pt accordingto [9] The direction of each outgoing parton is char-

2 acterizedby standardpolarandazimuthalangles0dP = 1 a o(M
2 —k), (31) and t~.The transversevelocity of eachstring piece

d2p~ 2ir p~aMa is called~6.With respectto a givenparton,a string

h pieceattachedto it is characterizedby anopeningw ere angleabetweenthe partonandthestring (longitu-

— — d ~32’ dinal) direction and an azimuthalanglex of thea — ~ y, “ “ stringaroundthe partondirection.

— With thesequantitiesdefined, the treatmentof
M = W e’-” + mm -~ —~-— e~ (33) each string piece may be done with the string

M

0’ 2 M~ ‘ along the z axis. Thereafterthe string may be
transformedto thecorrectpositionby 1) a Lorentz

Here ~ is the effective strong coupling constant boost+ /~alongthe x direction,2) a rotation — a

andM0 gives thecutoff of the soft gluon region(in in polar angle, 3) a rotation +x in azimuthal
terms of the cutoffs to be introducedin section angle, 4) a rotation +U in polar angleand 5) a
4.3, MJ = 8m~ 8 GeV

2). This /~is thendistrib- rotation +4 in azimuthal angle. Here the set
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(a,x~0,4) may, for a given string piece, be de- transversemomentap~I) of the two quark—anti-
fined with respect to either of the two partons quark pairs are 0, we have(note that cosa”~<0
between which the string piece is spanned. In fact, and cos a

tm2~> 0)
we will cometo useboth thesepossiblecharacteri-
zations for different partsof a given string piece. A = (Z~l~l) — cos~ 2~2) ~ (35)

Again the gluon will, in our semiclassical cosa
scheme,lose its energyequally rapidly to bothlegs — cosatm2 z~1)W~(1))~ (36)
attachedto it. This is so since, althoughthe string B

cosa
piece actually drawn out by the gluon per unit
time is proportional to cos a, this string piece C —cosaWcosa(2)(tan2affl— 2 tana~1~
moveswith a transversevelocity fi = sina, so that >< tana2cos(x’ — x12~)+ tan2a(2))
the energy density per unit length is a factor
1/cosahigherthan for a string at rest. x W~’~Wtm2~ (37)

b’
A string piece at rest along the z axis, as de- D = m2. (38)

scribedabove, is thencharacterizedby the energy
variables W~and W. The product W~W is Eq. (34) describesan hyperbolain the z~’~—
the invariant mass squaredof the two partons plane,with theallowedregion0 ~ z~~ 1. Also, to
between which the string piece is stretched, how- ensure that the leading hadron is not unreasonably
ever with a factor 1/2 multiplying a gluon soft, we reject sets of ~ ~ such that solutions
momentum,since this momentumis to be shared exist with z~+ z~> 1. We will assumethat the
between two strings. The definition of what is physical states are distributeduniformly along the
the + direction is not unique (e.g. a change in hyperbolaandselectz~ pairsaccordingly. In the
definitionsa —~iT — a, ~—~x+ ~rgives W~ ~-* W). Lund schemethis will alsodefine F~’maccordingto
An arbitraryorientationalong the stringis chosen eq. (23) and the finite field length suppression
by hand,so that eachgluon has one string piece factor in eq. (20). The momentumand energy of
“coming in”, where the gluon defines the+ the first rankhadronis againgiven by expressions
direction (and a<IT/2), and one piece “going which in the specialcaseof J5~i)= 0 reduceto
out”, for which the samegluon defines the—

direction (anda> ir/2). Note that this is different p~= —z~W~’msina~’~cosx°~
from section3.3, wherebothstring pieceshad the +zW~2sinatm2~cos~ (39)
gluonin the+ direction.

For the studyof the productionof a first rank p~ —zWsina~’~sinxtm1~
hadronat a specific corner, e.g. placed along the +z~W~2tmsina~2tmsin~ (40)
+z direction,we will, however,choosea notation
more consistentwith the onein section 3.3. Let f E+p~= — (z~w~w+ z W~sin2aW)/cosa~tm

for forwardsdenotethedirection towardsthegluon + (z~2)~(2)+ z~W~2)sin2atm2))/cosatm2m,
corner, i.e. the— direction in string 1 and the +
direction in string 2, andb for backwardsdenote (41)
the direction away from the gluon corner. The E —p. = —z~W~t~cosa~+ z~W~2~cosatm2~.(42)
requirementsthat the first rankhadronbe on mass
shell leads to a generalizationof eq. (21): A given jet systemwill, after the hadronaround

eachgluon has beenformed,essentiallyreduceto
Az~2+ Bz~+ Cz~2z~= D. (34) a numberof simpleq4 jet systems,with remaining

flavour and energy(W~and W of system,JY, at
HereA, B, C and D are functionsof the ~ W~9, ends,F÷andF) well known.Theseremnant-sys-
W~,~ X/’~,p~’mand of the two systems tems may be treated as described in section 4.1. A
= 1, 2. The completeexpressionsare to be found certainminimum energyis of courserequiredfor

in the program.For the simplifying casewhenthe thesesystems,asis discussedin the nextsection.If
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theserequirementsare not fulfilled for a given A qg string piecewill only obtain half the gluon
setupof q’4’, z~,z andfl~,we start anew, energy; in addition the energy must suffice for

“half” the particle at the gluon corner and two

particlesin the string piece remaining after this.
4.3. Physicalcuts on eventgeometries An estimateincluding the averagerelativemotion

of thehadronsgives

While singlejets may be generatedof any en- M2~= (pq + ~pg)2> (mq + ~ma)2. (~~)
ergy, since the schemeused for those is not re- q ~g

quired to conserveflavour or energy exactly, the Correspondinglyfor ag
1g2 string piece,with half

same is not true for jet systems. A minimum the energy of eachgluon, two “half” particlesat
energy will always be required in order to be able the corners and two particles in between
to produce any particles at all. There are also
physically motivated cuts on soft and collinear M~i = (~p5,+ ~Pg2)

2>(4ma)2. (45)
~g

3ggluons, as discussedin section 2.3. All thesecuts
are by necessityLorentz invariant and can be Effectively theseformulaecanbe summedup as
discussedin termsof invariant masses. M

2 = (~p~+ ~2P2) >(m
1 + m2+ ma)

2, (46)
The collinearsingularitycorrespondsto the in- string

variant mass of two partonsjoined by a string where , = 1 for a quark(diquark)but = 0.5 for a
becomingsmall, so small that no particlesmay be gluon, andm, ~mais usedfor a gluon.
produced from the energy in that string piece The other cut, against soft gluons, is not so
alone. The eventshapethen is very similar to a much dictatedby a requirementthat theprogram
case when one parton is carrying the full energy should work as that it should give sensible results.
and momentum, and any deviations should rather Imagine a gluon g, which with stringsare attached
be considered as perturbations on this case. In to two partons 1 and 2, which may be either
actualpractice,the way we treata systemis to cut quarksor gluons. It is suitableto studythe event
off a first rankhadronat eachgluon cornerand in a frame where partons I and 2 go out in
thenallow eachremainingstringpieceto fragment oppositedirectionsandthe g goesoutperpendicu-
into at least two hadrons. This makes for a larly to them.If the gluonis weakin that frame,it
straightforwardgenerationsheme, whereassitua- will rapidly lose its energyand only remainas a
tions with e.g. only one hadron in a remaining transverseexictationon the 1—2 string by the time
string piece would require ad hoc routines, to the soft fragmentation sets in, giving a slightly
shuffleenergybackandforth at thegluon corners, increasedaveragePt but otherwiseno significant
in order to obtain exact energyand momentum effects. From our knowledgeof F (cc~J~2)in q4
conservation. But although the cuts presented be- systems and remembering that a gluon loses en-
low are somewhatharderthan is theoreticallyre- ergy twice as fast as a quark,we may choosethe
quired, they are still softerthan the experimental cut
resolutionpowerof onejet into two, with the one
exceptionof P—~ggg, whichwith our cuts almost E’~> 8m~, (47)
alwayscollapsesto aneffective two-gluonsystem. using the prime to denoteenergiesin this frame.

The actualform of the cuts will differ for the To obtain the form of the cut in the CM frame,we
threecasesof a q4, a qg anda gg string piece.Let note that,neglectingpartonmasses
us introducema= 1 GeV as an “average” hadron
transversemass in jet fragmentation,with mq (2E~E~)(2E~E~)
+ ~ijmaan estimateof the massof a hadroncon- E’~ = (4E;E

2’)
tamingq. Then for a q4 string piece,requiredto
give at leasttwo hadrons M~M~/M~. (48)

M,~ = (Pq+p_q)
2 >(mq + m-q+ ma)2. (43) For nonzeroparton massesthe exact expression
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will become more complicatedwithout adding pletsare built up. For the rarecharmbaryonsand
anything significantly new, so we will always use all bottom, top, low and high hadrons standar-
the cut dizedparticle namesare given by the quarkcon-

tent (in falling order), the hadron spin configura-
M~M~/MI~> 8m~. (49) tion and the charge,e.g. B (quarksb, U, spin 0,

In summary,we have two kinds of cuts. For charge— l),T*~ (quarkst, d, spin 1, charge+ 1),
eachparton leg thereis a requirementof a mini- H~(quarksh, u, spin 0, charge0), C~0(quarksc,
mum invariantmassand for eachgluon corner a s, u, total spin 1/2 with su in spin singlet, charge
requirementof a minimum transversemomentum. + I), B~1(quarksb, d, u, total spin 1/2 with du in

+‘l 1, (V~ .~lT’*±±( 1
Thereare however,no cuts on the invariantmass spin rip e1, c arge ~ an ~quar~sL, C~U,

betweentwo partonsnotjoined by astring, total spin 3/2, charge +2). New flavour neutral
pseudoscalarcombinationsare denotedby ~, e.g.

~b’ m~while correspondingvector mesons are
5. Particles and their decays called4, e.g. tj~,

41h. We will also considerK~and
K~as separateparticles,comingfrom the “decay”

In the presentpaperwe include four genera- of K°andK°.
tions of quarks and leptonsby a straightforward The threeknown lepton families e, ~uand ‘r are
extension of the standardmodel for weak and complementedby a fourth, tentatively called X.
electromagneticinteractions.Whereasstrongargu- The other particles of the standardtheory for
ments speakfor the existenceof threecomplete weak and electromagneticinteractions are also
generations,i.e. also including the so far undis- included: y, Z°,W~,W and the neutralHiggs
coveredtop quark, thereis certainlyno theoretical H°.
need for a fourth one. While no experimentalist
wuld haveto worry about new quark thresholds 5.2. Masses
much abovethe Z°massfor some time to come,
the possibility, however remote, of discovering Quarkmassesare notparticularly well defined,
them e.g. at LEP may requiresomestudies,andit but fortunatelythe choiceof quarkmassesis not
is with this in mind that a set of fourth generation critical for most applicationsin our program.For
(and top) masseshas beenchosen.Thesemasses the calculation of heavyhadron massesand for
may of courseeasily be changed,howeverwith the quark massesoccurringe.g. in cuts on small sys-
W mass as the upper practical limit, since the temswe introduce“constituent”masses
possibility of on-mass-shellW’s in theweak decay

m =md=0.325GeV,
of aheavierquarkor lepton would changesomeof
our assumptions. m

5= 0.5 GeV, m~= 1.6 GeV,
mb = 5.0 GeV, m1 =20 GeV,

5.1. Partons andparticles m1 = 40 GeV, mh 80 GeV.

Eight quarksare included: u, d, s, c, b, t (top, Constituentmassesfor diquarksare definedas the
charge+2/3), 1 (low, charge — 1/3) andh (high, sumof the respectivequark masses.The gluon is
charge + 2/3), with the latter three not yet dis- always assumedmassless(although a confined
covered.Thesemay appearsingly or in diquark gluon hasan effective,nonzeromass,we will never
pairs, then with the quarks consistentlygiven in find any reasonto introducethis).
falling order and with the spin as subscript,e.g. From the constituentquark massesthe masses
du0 (d andu quarksin spin singlet)or ~ (~and~ of yet undiscoveredmesonsandbaryonsare built
quarks in spin triplet). In addition we of course up by usingformulaeof the type [29]
havethe gluon g. ~

From the quarksthe pseudoscalarand vector M = m0 + ~ m•+ k ~ ‘ , (50)
mesonand spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 baryonmulti- ,<,
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i.e. one rather small constantterm, a sum over that sucha truncatedbut symmetricBreit—Wigner
constituent massesand a spin—spin interaction shapeoften is a poor approximation,and never
termfor eachquarkpair in the hadron,wherea set should be used for detailedstudiesof resonance
of constantm0andk arefitted from knownmasses production. It will, however, give a feeling for
for mesonsand baryonsseparately.The flavour what masssmearingeffectscould mean.
neutralmesonsare also defined separately,since
there in particular the constantterm may differ 5.3. Strongandelectromagneticdecays
comparedto mesonswith oneheavyandonelight
quark (although we also include other hadrons The decays of hadrons containing the
with severalheavyquarksin our particlelist, the “ordinary” u, d and s quarksinto two or three
correspondingproductionratesare verylow, soa particlesare known and branchingratios may be
minormismatchtherewould not matter). found in ref. [311.Weassumethat the momentum

While constituent masses correspond to distributions are given by phasespace,exceptfor
“dressed” quarks, the quark—antiquarkor antidi- co and 4 decayinginto 1T~iT 1T~. Here a matrix
quark—diquarkpairscreatedin the field probably elementof the form
havemassesmore akin to the “current algebra” 2 — — — 2

ones, at least in the initial stagesrelevantfor the I MI — P,r~ P,r 52
tunnelingprobability(eq. (2)) and the finite field is used,wherethe jJ.,, are the momentain the rest
length corrections(eq. (3)). Only massvalues in frameof the co and ~, respectively.
the orderof will be sensitiveto the precise Also a numberof decaysinvolving resonances
choicemade,since herethe tunnelingprobability of heavierhadrons,e.g. -~A~iT or B*~—a B~
is a rapidly varying function of the mass.Hence ‘y, are treatedin the sameway as the other two-
we choosea rathersimpleapproach,to subtracta particledecays.
constantterm (0.2 0eV) off the constituentquark
massesto obtain the “current algebra”ones.For 5.4. Weakdecaysofheavyhadrons
diquarksalso a constantterm (0.1 GeV) is sub-
tracted,but in addition the spin—spin forces are The weak decay of a meson Q4 (or baryon
taken into accountas in eq. (50), with the same Qqq’) may,neglectingQCD corrections, go either
constantk as for baryons. as “free” quark decay

The fourth generationlepton A is assumedto — — — —

have a massof 30 GeV, while all neutrinos are Qq -~q1q2q3q or lv1q3q (53)
assumedmassless.The Z°is given a massof 94 or via quarkannihilation
GeV and the W a massof 83 GeY, accordingto
best present estimates [301.The value of the H° Q4 -~q142 or lv, (54)
mass is considerably more uncertain, but has
tentativelybeenfixed at 15 GeV. (in the latter only Qqq’ --a q1q2q’ is possiblefor a

Particle massesas discussedso far havebeen baryon).
sharp,i.e. with no massbroadeningfor short-lived The structureof the weak mixing betweenthe
resonancessuch as p, K* and ~. As an option we families,as describedin the Kobayashi—Maskawa
include,however, the possibility to distribute the model naivelyextendedto four families, motivates
massesaccordingto a Breit—Wignershape a simplification so thatonly the decaychainh —-a 1

F I —-a t —-a b -* c -a s needbe consideredin free quark
P(M)dM—~ 2 dM, (51) decays.

27T (M M

0) + F
2/4 For charm mesons and baryons some semi-

leptomc branching ratios are known, which have
truncatedat some value M — M

0 I <6, with 6 to be complementedwith “educatedguesses” on
arbitrarilychosenso that no problemsare encoun- the compositionof hadromcdecays.For B andT
tered in the decay chains. It should be emphasized mesons the relative probabilities for the different
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processesare given by Ali et al. [32], and we use A pair q444 (hereq4 may also be an antidiquark
their results here. Heavierhadrons,andalso B and as usual)is now created,with equalprobability in
T baryons, are taken to decay exclusively in the either of the three colour fields associated with the
“free” quark decay channels. Q decayproducts(whereasthe spectatorquark 4

The quarksproducedin the primary decayin- is assumedto be less energeticandnot producea
teract in the final state so that only hadronscome jet of its own). The pair is pulled apartto give a
out. The momentaof the leptonsin semileptonic hadron,eitherq144,q442 or q344, leavingbehind
decaysare determinedby the primary decayma- a new statewith four quarks. This procedureis
trix element,but this is not so for hadrons.We iteratedn — 2 times, the final two hadronsbeing
expect that the quarks stretch out colour force obtainedby a randomcombinationof the quarks
fields betweenthemselves,fields which then may then left. The hadronscreatedaccordingto this
fragmentinto new hadronsjust like ordinary jet quark jet picture are then, however,following the
systems considered in section4. However,in c and argumentsabove, given momenta according to
b decays we do not expect jet-like decays, in phasespace[33]only.
particular in view of the fact that in most cases For semileptonicdecaysof charmand bottom
more than two jetssharethe availableenergy.We hadrons,the energy in the final stateq4 or qqq
thereforewill choosea phasespacekind of decay systemis usually so low that at most one extra
schemefor thesehadrons,as follows. slow pion couldbe produced,which would hardly

For the nonleptonicdecaysof charmand bot- be discerniblefrom pions producedin secondary
tom hadronswe expecttheaveragemultiplicity to decays. We therefore only take into account
grow logarithmically with the available energy, three-particledecays
with somewhatmoreparticlesin freequarkdecays

H —a hip,, 1 e, p., T. (57)
(eq. (53)). Hencewe will assume

M — HereH is the decayingheavyhadronandh is the
+ c1 ln ~m, product. Phasespaceonly would not suffice here,

4 c~ sincethee± andp. will give rise to energyspectra

flq reflecting the primary decay, little disturbed by
= —i-- + c, (55) final stateinteractionsand secondarydecays,con-

trary to the casefor hadrons.Insteadthe momen-
whereM is the massof the decayinghadron,m, tum distribution is determinedby a matrix ele-
are the “currentalgebra”massesof the final state ment [34]
quarks and flq is the number of quarks(or di-
quarks)in the final state.The constantsc1 andc2 1M1

2(PUP
1*)(PC,ph) (58)

shouldbe determinedexperimentally;a good rep-
resentationof D and B mesondecaymultiplicities if the decayingheavyquark Q is a charge+ 2/3
is obtainedwith c1 = 4.5 and c2 = 1.05 0eV. For oneand
conveniencewe use a Gaussiandecaymultiplicity I MI 2 = (~~ )( p -p ) (59)

distributionof the form H r~ / h

2 if it is a charge — 1/3 one.
(n — flq/

4 — c) For hadronscontaininga t 1 or h quark the
f(n)dnexp — dn (56) . . . -

2c decay schemeis simpler. Both in hadronic and
semileptonicdecaysthedecayproductsaredistrib-

(n roundedoff to nearestinteger,n ~ 2, n ~ 10). utedaccordingto the relevantmatrix element;eq.
Once the multiplicity n of a decay has been (58) or eq. (59), with H —-a Q and h —a q, i.e. with

determined, our model gives the flavour of the the spectator mass subtracted off. In effect one
hadronsin a way very similar to the schemedis- maywish to subtracta bit morethan the spectator
cussed in sections 3 and 4. Consider e.g. a weak quark mass, to take into account that the energy
decay giving four primary quarks q

1, 42’ q3 and4. available in the decay is really the Q “current
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algebra” rather than the constituent mass. In takenjust like anyrandomflavourgeneratedin jet
principle the q142 pair in hadronicdecaysin eq. fragmentation.Theaveragemultiplicity is notnec-
(53) is a colour singlet (since it comesfrom the W essarilythe sameas in eq. (55), in fact we choose
exchanged)and q34 anothercolour singlet, but
there is a certain probability for a colour re- I M — m
arrangement via soft gluon exchange so that the C = c1 ln~
singlets become q14 and q342. Wetake this proba- c2 ) + c3~ (61)
bility to be 1/2, corresponding to a complete loss
of initial order, but this is a free parameter in the with c1 and c2 as above and c3 = — 1 to obtain a
program. This way two or, for semileptonic de- smooth joining to a gg jet system at higher en-
cays, one well defined jet system is obtained. The ergies. For J/’I’ the leptonic channelsare also
systemcontaining the spectatorquark will often included.
havea masstoo smallto allow it to fragmentlike a The higher~ states(m,,~ decaypredomi-
jet system. In thesecasesone single particle is nantly into gg systems,which then fragment as
formedwith a momentumvectorcorrespondingto usual. Correspondingvector meson statesdecay
the sum of the two quark momenta.Since the into ggg systems.The matrix element for this is
energy of this particle then will comeout wrong, implementedin ref. [10],which shouldbeusedfor
the momentaof the otherjets or leptonsin the “onium” physics.Here they are just listed as de-
decayare modified slightly to obtain total energy caying into two gluons. The P states form an
conservation.For hadronicdecayswhere the in- unfortunatemiddle ground, too high for phase
variant mass of the system not containing the space models and too low for the development of
spectator quark is too small, which is a rather rare three clear-cut gluon jets, and there is no simple
occurrence,the choice is rejected and a new setup solution to this within the Lund model. Since
of quarkmomentais found, phase space models occasionally are used for com-

parisonpurposes,this is the decay given in the
presentpaper. Obviously some admixtureof, or

5.5. Other decays completereplacementwith, gg decayscould also
be tried.

Thehadronicdecaysof the heavyr lepton are Decay probabilities for Z°and W± to quarks
treated as the hadronic decays of c and b hadrons, and leptons are given, but it should be remem-
except that nq/

4 is replaced by flq/4 + n ~/2 in bered that gluon bremsstrahlungwill modify the
eqs.(55)and(56), wheren,, = 1 corresponds to the simple two-jet picture of hadronic decays and that
existenceof a v~in the final state.No particular angulardistributionsusuallyare desiredfor com-
careis thustakenwith the v~energyspectrum.For parisonswith experiments.Such programs,where
the leptonic decays, we use the relevantmatrix the exchangeof y/Z°or W ± are explicitly taken
element into accountfor specific processes,are presented

e.g. in refs. [10,11].Also decayprobabilitiesfor the
I MI2 = (p<p~)(p,-p~). (60) HiggsH°are includedunderthe assumptionthat

Correspondinglythe decaysof the hypotheticalA the H°mass is above the bi~threshold.On the
lepton is treatedaccordingto the sameschemeas otherhand the massis probablyso low that gluon
for top andheavierhadrons,but with the matrix radiation can be neglected.Since Higgsparticles
elementsimilar to eq. (60). haveno spin andthus decayisotropically in their

The J/”I’ and the i~ decay predominantly via CMframe, the problems of production and decay
gluons, but the energiesare so low that no jet of H°completelyseparate,in contradistinctionto
structurecanresult. Wewill insteadusea simple the Z°and W cases.
phase space model, with the same particle genera-
tion schemeasoutlinedfor c andb hadrondecays.
The original q4 pair neededin that formalism is
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6. The programcomponents and decay chain will occupy one line in the
matrices.Thedifferentcomponentsin this line will

Below we describethe different elementsin the tell whichjet/particleit is, fromwhereit originates,
program.Thesebasicallyare of threekinds: its presentstatus (fragmented/decayedor not)

- . - andmomentum,energyandmassfor it. For some1. physics subprogramsfor jet fragmentationand - . .

specific applicationsextra lines may be used to
particledecays; .

- - . represent other kinds of information. Before
2. service subprograms for specifying initial . . . -

- . . . . specifying precisely how the event record is
jet/particleconfigurationandreadingout the

organized,we will commenton somecomponents,resultingevent; . - - . -

in particular thejet/particlecodeswhich also are
3. common blocks containing the event record, - -

- used in other connections.parametervaluesandparticledata. . . . -For theclassificationof jet andparticleflavours
In any actualrun, the mainprogramis suppliedby two relatedcodesexist, theIFL andthe KF codes.
the user.Herehe may Both assignintegernumbersto the different ob-

- - jects in a uniqueway. Short lists for the mostused1. changedefaultparametervaluesif desired; . - -

. . - codesare given in appendixA, and a complete2. specifyinitial jet/particleconfiguration; - . -

- . documentationis availableusingLULIST.
3. havethe resultingjet fragmentationand par-

The IFL code is used to characterizepartons,
tide decay chain simulated; - . -

- i.e. gluons, quarksand diquarks.Quarksare given
4. studythe eventobtained.

by numbersbetween 1 and 8, with 1 = u, 2 = d,
No initializationsare necessary(exceptfor what is 3 = s, 4 = c, 5 = b, 6 = t, 7 = I and 8 = h, while
implied by the BLOCK DATA subprogram). 0 = g. Diquarknumberslie between11 and88 and

The programis written in FORTRAN 77. The areconstructedby addingtwo quarknumbers,one
only nonstandardfeatureis our use of a random multiplied by 10, e.g. 11 = uu1, 22 = dd1. When
numbergeneratorRANF giving numbersR with combiningtwo different quarks, the larger of the
uniform probability distribution in the interval two possiblenumbersis usedto representthe spin
0< R< 1. If a suitable randomnumbergenerator 1 combinationand the smallerthe spin0 one,e.g.
is availableunderanothername,a functionRANF 21 = ud1, 12 = ud0. Antiquarks and antidiquarks
calling this generatorshould be created. Obvi- are given by correspondingnegativenumbers,e.g.
ously, the compiler shouldnot optimize RANF —1 = U, —21 Ud1.
out of DO loops, etc. For LULIST we assumea The KF code is used mainly to characterize
standardoutputfile with logical file number6. particles: pseudoscalarand vector mesons,octet

To avoid unnecessary name clashes and to help and decuplet baryons, Ieptons and intermediate
the user distinguishthe commandsto the Lund vectorbosons.As examplesI = y, 7 e, 9
Monte Carlo, subroutine,function and common 17 = iTt, 18 = K~, 41 = p. Again antiparticles,
block names have been standardized.Hence al- where existing,are given by corrrespondingnega-
most all these names begin with LU, the excep- tive numbers, e.g. — 17 ir.
tions being that real functions begin with UL and For internal calculations and for specifying mi-
that the two functionsKLU andPLU haveK and tial jet configurationsthe IFL codeis used.How-
P first to emphasize their relationship with these ever, in the event record, and also e.g. in decay
two matrices in the LUJETS common block, data, jets and particles are mixed. In these cases

the KF codeis used,extendedalso to includejets.
6.1. Flavour codesand the eventrecord This is done by adding 500 to the IFL code for

nonnegativeIFL values and —500 for negative
Each new event generatedis in its entirety IFL, e.g. 500 = g, 501 = u, 521 = ud1, —501 U.

stored in the common block LUJETS, which hence Also, KF numberslarger than600 are usedin the
forms the event record. Here each jet or particle eventrecordto distinguishlinesof extrainforma-
that appearsat some stage of the fragmentation tion.
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Another piece of information in the event re- COMMON/LUJETS/N, K(250,2), P(250,5)
cord is the statuscodeKS. Here0 or 1 areused N: is the numberof linesin the K andP matrices
for jets/particleswhich havenot fragmented/de- occupiedby the current event. N is continu-
cayed,while 2 or 3 is usedfor those that have. ously updatedas definition of the original con-
Hence,initially the original jet/particleconfigura- figuration and fragmentationand decayspro-
tion will haveKS 0 or 1, but as the fragmenta- ceed.
tion/decayproceeds,thesewill get 2 or 3 at the K(I, 1): (KI) containsstatusand history informa-
sametime as the productsappearwith 0 or 1, so tion aboutthe entry in the Ith line. It is of the
that in the end only stableparticlesremainwith 0 form KI = 1000 X KS + KH, where KS is the
or 1. statuscodeoutlinedaboveand KH is the line

Theuseof four differentvaluesratherthan two number where the parent is stored (also see
is to removean ambiguity in the definition of comment above). Note that KH = 0 for the
colour singletjet systems.In such a system,with original jets/particles,andalso that all KH will
thejetsorderedtheway the colourflux is assumed be set 0 in LUEDIT calls.
to go (for a gluon-onlysystemthe flow is taken to K(I, 2): (KF) containsthe KF flavour code for
go on from the last jet to the first one to form a particlesandjets, seeaboveandappendixA.
closed loop), all but the last one should have P(I, I), P(I, 2), P(I, 3): (PX, PY,PZ) the jet/par-
KS = 1 (which becomes3 after fragmentation)to tide momentumvector~ ~-‘~ p~)in 0eV/c.
signify that the end of the systemhas not been P(I,4): (PE) thejet/particleenergyE in 0eV.
reached.Thelastjet of a system,jetswhichare not P(I,5): (PM) thejet/particlemassm in GeV/c2.
assumedto form part of a systemandparticlesall Remark:for lineswith extrainformation, KS = 6
have KS = 0 (2 after fragmentation/decay). or 7, P(I, l)—P(I, 5) are given specialmeanings
Without this convention,four consecutivegluons which differ from the onesusedabove.
could eitherbe treatedas one colour singletor as For KS = 6, used in connectionwith hadron
two, jets (correspondingto K(I, 2) between601 and

Also otherKS valuesare defined.To represent 688):
beamor targetparticlesfor documentationpurpo- P(I, 1), (P(I, 2): x,~andline numberfor particle
ses,acode4 shouldbe used,while 5 fills the same containingJ-quark(0 if no J-quark).
function for virtually exchangedparticles in the P(I, 3), P(I, 4): ditto for I-quark.
primary interaction.A line with KS = 6 is used to P(I, 5): unused(set to 0).
store extra information for hadronjets, while 7 For KS = 7, usedin connectionwith soft gluon
indicatesextrainformationforparticleswhenusing simulation(correspondingto K(I, 2) = 700):
the soft gluon simulationoption. P(I, I), P(I, 2): z~andz coordinatesfor vertex

For eachjet/particle, the line number of the to the right (+side)of particle.
immediateprecursor(theparent)in the fragmenta- P(I,3), P(I, 4): ditto forvertexto theleft (— side)
tion/decaychainis stored.This way thecomplete of particle.
eventhistorycan be studied.Note,however,that P(I, 5): unused(set to 0).
in the Lund model the relevantobjectsthat frag-
ment are not the partonsbut the stringsbetween 6.2. Definition ofinitial configuration
them.Hencea centralparticle(i.e. not containing
any of the original partons)could be assignedto With theuseof theconventionspresentedabove,
either of two jets. The actualjet numberused in it is possible to specify any initial jet/particle
this caserefersto the side of the string on which configurationin the common block LUJETS. In
the particle was formed in the LUSYSJroutine, generaljets and particles may be mixed at will.
This numberhencemay beof little practicaluse, Jetsforming part of the samecolour singlet sys-
but in our belief reflects a basic uncertaintyin tem,however,shouldbe orderedthe way the col-
nature. our flux is assumedto go.A singlesystemmaynot

consist of more than ten jets. Also, minimum
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invariant massesbetween two adjacent partons jets, and alsofor diquarkswhenthe two quarks
(i.e. partons connectedwith a string) are both in it are assumedto be the J-quarkwith equal
physically motivated and necessaryin order that probability.
the fragmentationroutinesshouldwork. This de- IFLI: flavourcodefor I-quark in hadronjet, IFLI
mandis expressedin eq. (46). The further require- = 0 if not a hadronjet.
ment of a minimum transversemomentumfor PE: jet energy.
eachgluon with respect to the two adjacentpar- THE, PHI: polar and azimuthal angles for the
tons,eq. (49), shouldalso be fulfilled, momentumvectorof thejet.

To simplify the specificationof initial config-
SUBROUTINE LU2JET (IP, IFLI, IFL2, ECM)uration, a few subroutinesare available for stan-

dard tasks. Severalcalls can be combinedin the Purpose: to add a two-jet system to the event
specification.In caseonecall is enough,the whole record.
fragmentation/decay chain may be simulated at IP: line number for the first jet, with second in line

IP + 1. If IP = 0, lines I and 2 are used and
the same time. At each call, the value of N is
updatedto the last line usedfor information in the LUEXEC is called.
call, so that if severalcallsare used,they shouldbe IFL1, IFL2: flavourcodesfor the two jets.
madewith increasingIP values,or elseN should ECM: (= W) the totalenergy of the system.
be redefinedby handafterwards. Remark: the systemis given in the CM frame,

with the first jet going out in the +z direction.
SUBROUTINELUPART (IP, KF, PE,THE,PHI) SUBROUTINE LU3JET (IP, IFL1, IFL3, ECM,
Purpose:to addoneparticleto the eventrecord. xl, X3)
IP: line number for the particle. If IP = 0, line Purpose: to add a three-jet systemto the event

number 1 is usedand LUEXEC is called. record,
KF: particleflavour code. IP: line numberfor the first jet, with secondin line
PE: particleenergy.If PE is smallerthan the mass IP + 1 and third in IP+ 2. If IP = 0, lines 1

of the particle,e.g. PE= 0., the particleis taken through3 are usedandLUEXEC is called.
to be at rest. IFLI, IFL3: flavour codesfor the first and the

THE, PHI: polar and azimuthal angle for the third jet, while the middle one always is a
momentumvectorof the particle. gluon.

ECM: (= W) the total energy of the system.
SUBROUTINE LU1JET (IP, IFL, IFLJ, IFLI, Xl, X3: x1 2E,/W, i.e. twice the energy frac-
PE, THE, PHI) tions takenby the ith jet.
Purpose: to add one quark, gluon, diquark or Remark:the systemis given in the CM frame, in

hadronjet to the eventrecord, the xz-plane,with the first jet going out in the
IP: line numberfor thejet. If IP = 0, line 1 is used +z directionandthethird onehavingp~>0.

and LUEXEC is called. If IP<0, line — IP is
used,and the statuscodeKS for this line be- SUBROUTINE LU4JET (IP, IFL1, IFL2, IFL3,
comes 1 instead of 0. Hence, although this IFL4, ECM, Xl, X2, X4, Xl2, Xl4)
routine is primarily intendedfor specifying in- Purpose:to add a four-jet system(or, for IFL2
dependentjets, a jet systemmay be built up by nonzero,two two-jet systems)to the event re-
filling all but the last jet of the systemwith cord.
IP<0. If IFLJ or IFLI nonzero,two lines will IP: line numberfor the first jet, with the secondin
be usedto definethejet, the secondwith status line IP+ I, third in IP+ 2 andfourth in IP+ 3.
codeKS = 6 andmeaningas describedabove. If IP = 0, lines I through 4 are used and

IFL: flavourcodefor the leadingquark, gluon or LUEXEC is called.
diquark. IFLI, IFL2, IFL3, IFL4: flavour codesfor the

IFLJ: flavourcodefor J-quarkin leadingdiquark. fourjets (notethat eitherboth IFL2 and IFL3
IFLJ = 0 should be used for gluon or quark are zero or noneare).
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ECM: (= W) the total energyof the system. = 5: generationnumber.Beamparticles(KS =

Xl, X2, X4: x1 = 2E1/ W, i.e. twice the energy 4) or virtual particles(KS = 5) aregeneration0,
fraction takenby the ith jet. original jets/particlesgeneration1 and then I

Xl2, Xl4: x~= 2p,p~/W
2i.e. twice the four-vec- is addedfor eachstepin the fragmentation/de-

tor product of the momentafor jets i and j, caychain.
properlynormalized. = 6: line numberof ancestor,i.e. predecessorin

Remark: the systemis given in the CM frame, first generation(generation0 entriesare disre-
with the first jet going out in the +z direction garded).
and the fourth jet lying in the xz-plane with = 7: rankof a hadronin the jet it belongsto.

~ >0. The secondjet will have p,,>0 and Rankdenotesanorderingin flavourspace,with
p,, <0 with equalprobabilitywith the third jet hadronscontainingthe original flavour of the
balancingthis p

1, (this correspondsto a random jet having rank 1, increasingby 1 for eachstep
choicebetweenthe two possiblestereoisomers). away in flavour ordering. All decayproducts

inherit the rank of their parent. Whereasthe

6.3. Routinesto studyan event meaningof a first rankhadronis always well-
defined, the definition of higher ranksis only

After a call to LUEXEC, the eventgeneratedis unique for independentlyfragmenting quark
storedin the LUJETScommonblock, asdescribed jets. In othercases,rank refersto the ordering
above. Hence, whateverphysical variable is de- in theactualsimulation.
sired may be constructed from the information = 8: particle KF code for particles,but 0 for
storedthere.Via the functionsKLU andPLU the jets, extralines, etc.
valuesof somefrequentlyappearingvariablesmay = 9: jet IFL code for jets, but 1000 for par-
beobtaineddirectly. Also someotherfacilities are tides,extralines, etc. (not 0, since0 g!).
available, to rotateor boost an event, to throw = 10: flavour KF codefor jets/particles,but0
away unwantedjets/particlesfrom the event re- for extralines, etc.
cordor to list an eventor particleor jet data. = 11: flavour KF code for stable entries, 0

otherwise.

FUNCTION KLU (I, J) = 12: flavour KF codefor stableentriesexcept-
Purpose:to provide various integer-valuedevent ing neutrinos,0 otherwise.

data. Note that some of the options available = 13: flavour KF codefor chargedstableen-
(in particular I >0, J 4—7) which refer to tries,0 otherwise.
eventhistory will not work after a LUEDIT
call. FUNCTION PLU (I, J)

I = 0, J : propertiesreferring to the complete Purpose:to providevariousreal-valuedeventdata.
event. Note that someof the optionsavailable(1>0,
= 1: N, total numberof lines in eventrecord. J= 20—25) will not work if a LUROBO call is
= 2: total numberof jets/particlesremaining madeafter the LUEXEC one, andare primarily
after fragmentation/decay. intended for studiesof systemsin their CM
= 3: threetimes the total chargeof remaining frame.
(stable)jets/particles. I = 0, J= : propertiesreferring to the complete
= 4: total numberof jetsin event,i.e. alsothose event.
that havefragmented. = 1—5: sumof p~,p~,p~,£ andm, respectively,

I > 0, J : propertiesreferringto the entry in line of the stableremainingentries.
no. I of the eventrecord. = 6: ditto for the electriccharge.
= 1: K(I, 1) jet/particlestatusandhistory. I >0, J : propertiesreferringto the entry in line
= 2: K(I, 2) jet/particleKF code, no. I of the eventrecord.
= 3: threetimesjet/particlecharge. = 1—5: P(I, l)—P(I, 5), i.e. p~,~ p~,E and in
= 4: origin, i.e. position of parent(= KH). for jet/particle.
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= 6: electric charge q. MEDIT: tells which entries are to be thrown
= 7: momentumsquared p2=p~+p~+p~. away.

8: momentump. = 0: lineswith statuscodeKS 4 or larger are
= 9: transversemomentumsquaredp~= p~+ thrown away,i.e. beamor targetparticles,and
p2. lineswith extrainformation.
= 10: transversemomentump

1. = 1: in addition all jets/particles that have
= II: transversemasssquaredm~= m

2 + p~+ decayed/fragmentedare thrown away.
p2. = 2: also all neutrinosare thrown away.
= 12: transversemassm

1. 3: all remainingunchargedentriesare thrown
13—14: polar angle 0 in radiansor degrees, away,leavingonly charged,stableparticles.

respectively. Remark: the jets/particlesremaining are com-
= 15—16: azimuthal angle t~ in radiansor de- pressedin the beginning of the LUJETS corn-
grees,respectively. mon block and the value of N is updated
= 17: true rapidity Y0.5ln((E+p~)/(E— accordingly. In a LUEDIT call the event his-

tory is lost, all KH = 0 afterwards,
= 18: rapidity iç obtained by assumingthat
the particle is a pion when calculatingthe en- SUBROUTINE LULIST (MLIST)
ergy E, to be used in the formula above, from Purpose:to list an event,jet or particle dataor
the (measured)momentump. currentparametervalues.The rangeof the list-
= 19: pseudorapidity~= 0.5 ln(p +p~)/(p— ing may be limited from the defaultvalues by

the useof MST(l) and MST(2).
= 20: momentumfraction x~= 2p/W, where MUST : determineswhat is to be listed.
W is total energyof initial jet/particle config- = 0: gives a list of current event record: par-
uration. tides and jets with origin, current status,
= 21: XF = 2p~/W(Feynman-x if system is momentum,energy and mass. In a jet name,
studiedin CM frame). characters1—4 representthe parton content:
=22: x~=2p~/W. quarks U, D, 5, C, B, T, L, H, gluon G,
= 23: XE = 2E/W. diquarksthe two quarkflavoursandspin, A for
= 24: z~= (E +p~)/W. antiquarks and antidiquarks. Characters5—7

25: z =(E—p~)/W. areJET and the last oneis F for jets that have
fragmentedand blank otherwise,In a particle

SUBROUTINE LUROBO (THE, PHI, BEX,
name,characters1—4 contain a short form ofBEY, BEZ) the name, with a 0 sometimesaddedfor par-

Purpose:to perform rotationsand Lorentz boosts
tides that are their own antiparticles(iT°, p°),

(in that order, if both in the samecall) of while 5—7 contain a B for antiparticlesand the
jet/particlemomenta. value of the charge (+ +, +, 0, —, — —) for

THE, PHI: standardpolarcoordinates0, 4 giving particles not their own antiparticles. Finally,
the direction of a momentumvector initially character8 is a D for particlesthathavedecayed
along the +z axis, andblankotherwise.Beamand targetparticles

BEX, BEY, BEZ: gives the directionandsize$ of are denotedby a B in position 8 andvirtually
a Lorentz boost,suchthat a particleinitially at exchangedparticles by a V. Lines with extra
restwill have~/E $~afterwards. information for J- andI-quarksgive the J-quark

Remark:all entries1 throughN correspondingto flavour in positions 1—2 followed by JQ andthe
statuscodesKS < 6 are affectedby the trans- I-quark flavour in positions 5—6 followed by
formations,unlesslower and upperboundsare IQ. Lines with extravertexinformation for soft
explicitly given by MST(l) and MST(2).

gluon treatmentare denotedby VERTEX. For
SUBROUTINE LUEDIT (MEDIT) the last two categoriesthe customarymomen-
Purpose:to excludeunstableor undetectablepar- turn and energy information is of course

tidesfrom the eventrecord.
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replacedby the relevant information storedin uration hasbeen specified anddefault parameter
the UUJETScommonblock, valueschangedif so desired,only a LUEXEC call
= 1: is equivalentto MLIST = 0, exceptthat an is necessaryto simulatethe whole fragmentation
extraline is addedat the end.This line gives and decaychain. We will therefore only give a
total charge,momentum,energyandmassof all ratherbrief overview.
stableentries,andhenceservesasan easycheck
whether energy—momentum—flavourwas con- SUBROUTINE LUEXEC
servedin the hadronization. Purpose: to administrate the fragmentationand
= 2: is equivalentto MUIST =0, except that decaychain. LUEXEC may be called several
the MST(3) lines following after line N are times,but only entrieswhich havenot yet been
listed as they stand, i.e. without converting treated (i.e. have KS 0 or 1) are affected by
K(I, 1) and K(I, 2) to flavour codes,etc. This further calls. This may apply if morejets/par-
may be used to store anddisplay information tideshavebeenaddedby the useror if particles
not properlypart of the eventrecord. previouslyconsideredstablearenow allowedto
= 3: providesa list of all particle and decay decay.
dataused in the program. Lines with particle

SUBROUTINE LUONEJ(IP)data contain the KF code, the particle and
antiparticle (where appropriate) names, the Purpose: to generatethe fragmentation of a
KTYP values(fordescriptionseecommonblock singlejet: quark,gluon, diquarkor hadron.Jetsof
LUDAT2), mass,width and maximumbroad- coursenever appearalone, but it is sometimesa
ening.Eachdecaychannel(IDC) also gets one useful approximation.LUONEJ is also used to

simulatemodelswith independentlyfragmenting
line, for particles1—100 immediatelyfollowing
the particle data line, above 100 lumped to- jets.
getherafter eachgroupof relatedparticles.This

SUBROUTINE LUSYSJ(IP)line containsthe decaychannelnumber,matrix
elementtype, branchingratio and decayprod- Purpose:to generatethe fragmentationof an arbi-
ucts. The listing of the latter follows the same trary colour singletjet systemconsistingof up
conventionsfor particle andjet namesas out- to ten jets, accordingto the Lund model. The
lined above,with threeadditional possibilities, only limitation is the requirementfor certainminimuminvariantmassesfor adjacentpartons
SPECJETrepresentsa spectatorjet in the weak

along the colour chain,as describedabove.
decayof a hadron(KF = 590),QRAJET a q jet
(accordingto usualmixture) usedin phasespace SUBROUTINELUDECY (IP)
models (KF = 591) and QBRAJET the corre- Purpose:to performa particledecay,essentiallyin
sponding4 (KF = 592). one of threeways:
= 4: gives a list of all jet flavours. Each line accordingto particletableinto fixed final states
containsthe IFL andthe KF flavour codes,the for ordinaryhadrons;
parton and antipartonname, the KTYP value, accordingto a phasespacemodel for charm
constituentand “current algebra” massesand andbottom;
width andmaximumbroadening. into newjet systemsfor top and beyond.
= 5: gives a list of currentparametervaluesfor
MST, PAR, FPARandDPAR. Thisis useful to SUBROUTINE LUIFLD (IFU1, IFL2, IFL3,
keep ceck of which default parametervalues IFU4, KF)
werechangedin a given run. Purpose:to generatea quark or diquark flavour

and to combineit with an existing flavour to
6.4. Thephysicsroutines give a hadron.Due regard shouldbe takento

probabilities for u : d : s:diquark production,
The physicsroutines form a major part of the vector:pseudoscalarratio for mesons, SU(6)

program,but once the initial jet/particle config- factorsfor baryons,etc.
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IFUI: existingflavour, quarkor diquark,which is = 2: parton constituentmasses,according to
to be includedin the hadroncreated. IFL code, with massbroadeningif allowed.

IFL2: J-quarkflavour to be includedin hadron,0 = 3: parton “current algebra”masses,accord-
if no J-quark. ing to IFL code, with mass broadeningif

IFL3: I-quark flavour or, for final hadron(in the allowed.
joining in the centreof e.g. a q4 system),re-
maining flavour to be includedin hadron,0 if SUBROUTINE LUPTDI (IFL, PX, PY)
no suchflavour.ThismeansthatwhenIFL3 ~ 0 Purpose:to give transversemomentum,e.g. for a
the flavour contentof the hadronis fully given quark—antiquark pair formed in the field,
by IFL1, IFL2 andIFU3 without theneedfor a according to independentGaussiandistribu-
new flavour IFL4. tions.

IFL4: thenew quarkor diquark flavourgenerated, IFL: flavour of the quark stretchingthe field out
0 if IFU3 ~ 0. of which the q’4’ pair is createdwith a p1 to be

KF: the new hadrongenerated(from IFUI, IFL2, simulated, the magnitude being given by
IFL3 and IFL4), if 0 signalling that SU(6) PAR(7). The IFL value is of importanceonly
weighting for baryonincludingJ-quarkfailed, whenPAR(8) ~ 1. Also somespecialIFU values

Note: a “diquark” may appearin threedifferent are implemented.If MST(l0) = 1 andIFL = 93
situations: then the leading quark in a singlejet or the
i) a diquark createdin the field, for which one leadingquarksin a q4 eventare assigneda p1,
of IFU1, IFL3 andIFL4> 10 and IFL2 = 0; for PAR(9)= 1 equal to the fragmentationp~.
ii) a UJ-diquarkfound in a baryonor diquark While this ~ contribution is shared equally
jet when the U- and J-quarksgo into the first betweenthe U- and J-quarksof a leading di-
rank hadron, for which IFU1 > 10 is the U- quark, thesequarksmay alsobe givena relative
flavour andIFL2 >0 the J-flavour; or momentum(correspondingto aninternalFermi
iii) a baryon or diquark jet where the U- and motion), the magnitudeof which is specifiedby
J-quarksdo not enter the same hadron, for PAR(l0), and which is obtained by putting
which IFU1 < 10 is the remnantquark of the IFU = 94.
U-quark fragmentation and IFU2 >0 the J-
flavour. FUNCTION ULZDIS (IFLI, IFU3)
If a SU(6) weighting fails in case i) a new Purpose:to generatethe longitudinalscalingvaria-
flavour IFU4 is generated(no weighting is, ble z in jet fragmentation,either accordingto
however, performed if IFU3 is the diquark, the Lund (except for the F-factor) or to an
since this correspondsto situationswhere we extendedField—Feynmanrecipe.Also to gener-
haveno freedomleft), while if it fails in caseii) atex~andx1 in hadronjets.
or iii) we put KF = 0 to signalthat the jet has
to be generatedanew. The SU(6) weights in SUBROUTINE LUIFLV (KF, IFLA, IFLB,
caseii) are larger than in caseiii) since in the IFLC, KSP)
formercasetwo quarksalreadyarein a diquark Purpose:to give the quarkcontentand spin for a
state. particlewith KF> 100.

KF: particleflavour code.
FUNCTION UUMASS (MMASS, KF) IFLA, IFLB, IFUC: quark flavours in decreasing
Purpose:to give themassfor a particle or parton. order (i.e. heaviestquark first) with IFLC 0
MMASS =: determinesthe kind of massto re- for meson.

turn. KSP= :particlespin classification.
= 0: particle masses or parton constituent = 0: pseudoscalar(i.e. spin 0) meson.
masses,accordingto standardKF code,without = I: vector(i.e. spin 1) meson.
any massbroadening. = 2: spin 1/2 baryonwith two lighter or two
= I: ditto, but with massbroadeningif allowed equalquarksin a spin 1 state(“s-like” baryons).
(seeKTYP andMST(8)).
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= 3: spin 1/2 baryonswith two lighter quarks sothat theyare resetto 0 in LUEXEC calls.
in a spin 0 state(“A-like” baryons). MST(3): (D = 0) numberof lineswith extrainfor-
= 4: spin3/2 baryon. mation addedafter line N. Is reset to 0 in

LUEXEC calls.
MST(4) : (D = I) choice of longitudinal frag-

FUNCTION UUCHGE (KF) mentationfunctions,i.e. how largea fraction of
Purpose: to give three times the charge for a the energy available a newly-createdhadron

particle or jet flavour (the factor 3 is so that takes.
partons also are representedby integernum- = I: Lund scheme,i.e. flat fragmentationfunc-
bers). tion + F factors+ collineargluon effects.

= 2: Field—Feynmanparametrizationextended

SUBROUTINE LUNAME (KF, CHAU) also to heavierquarks(seeFPAR(1l)—(18)).
Purpose:to give names,i.e. characterstringscorre- MST(5) : (D = I) choiceof fragmetationscheme.

spondingto the KF codefor particles,jetsand =0: no jet fragmentationat all.
lineswith extrainformation. = I: colour singlet jet systemsare generated

using the Lund model, for singlejets all par-
ticles generatedare kept.

FUNCTION UUANGL (X, Y) =2: all jetsare assumedto be independently
Purpose:to calculatethe anglefrom the x and ~ fragmenting, and primary hadrons moving

coordinates, backwardswith respectto the jet directionare

thrown away. Gluon jet fragmentationaccord-
BUOCK DATA UUDATA ing to the Lund model for singlegluonjets. No
Purpose:to give defaultvaluesfor variablesin the explicit energy—momentum—flavourconserva-

LUDAT commonblocks. tion for jet systems.
= 3: as MST(5) = 2, but a gluon is assumedto
fragmentlike a quarkjet, with initial flavour u,

6.5. Information in thecommonblocks d, s(or ditto antiquark)accordingto customary
probabilities.

Thefour commonblocks UUDAT1, UUDAT2, =4: as MST(5) = 3, but if Field—Feynman
LUDAT3 and LUDAT4 contain a wealth of fragmentationfunctionsare used(MST(4)= 2)
parametersand particle data.All are given sensi- the gluon will fragmentsofterthanan ordinary
ble default values in the LUDATA subprogram, quarkjet (seeFPAR(19)).
belowindicatedby (D = ...). Thesevaluesmay be = 5: asMST(5) = 2, but a gluon is assumedto
changedby the user to modify the behaviourof fragment like a pair of a quark and an anti-
theprogram.In somecasesseveralparametersare quarkjet sharingthe gluon energyaccordingto
interrelated,making their use somewhatmore tn- the Altarelli—Parisi splitting functions, with
cky. quark flavour u, d, s according to customary

probabilities.

COMMON/UUDAT1/MST(20), PAR(20), MST(6) :(D= 1) structureof leading diquarks
FPAR(40) andhadronjet generation.
Purpose: to give accessto a number of status = 0: diquarks always treated like a unit, i.e.

codesandparameterswhich regulatetheperfor- both quarksgo into samehadron.
manceof the programas a whole, = 1: U- and J-quark may go into separate

MST(l), MST(2): (D = 0, 0, i.e. inactive) can be hadrons.
used to replacethe ordinary lower and upper = 2—3: as MST(6) = 0—1, but stop generation
limits (normally 1 and N) for the action of for singlejetswhenJ- and/or I-quarkshaveall
UUROBO, UUEDIT and LUUIST calls. Note been included in hadrons. (This speedsup
that these parametersare also used internally, hadronjet generationwhen only the distribu-
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tion of original quarksis of interest.) to u or d pair production.
MST(7) : (D = 1) particle decays. PAR(3): (D = 0.2) is (P(us)/P(ud))/(P(s)/P(d)),

= 0: all particledecaysare inhibited, the extra suppressionof strangediquark pro-
= I: particles declaredunstable in the 1DB duction comparedto the normal suppressionof
vector are allowedto decay. strangequarks.

MST(8) =: (D = 0) particlemasses. PAR(4): (D = 0.05) is (l/3)P(ud1)/P(ud0), the
= 0: discretemassvaluesareused. suppressionof spin 1 diquarks compared to
= 1: particlesregisteredashavinga masswidth spin 0 ones (excludingthe factor 3 coming from
in the KTYP vector are given a massaccording spin counting).
to a truncatedBreit—Wignershape. PAR(5): (D = 0.5) is the probability that a meson

MST(9) =: (D = 0) parton/particlemassesin fill- has spin 1 (1 — PAR(S) is probability for spin
ing routines (LUPART, LU1JET, UU2JET, 0).
UU3JET, UU4JET). PAR(6): (D I) is an extra suppressionfactor
= 0: find massesaccordingto mass tables as multiplying the ordinarySU(6) weight for spin
usual. 3/2 baryons,andhencea meansto breakSU(6)
= 1: keep the mass value stored in P(I, 5), in addition to the dynamicalbreakingimplied
whateverit is. Thismay be usede.g. to describe by PAR(2),PAR(3) andPAR(4)).
kinematicswith off-mass-shellpartons. PAR(7): (D = 0.44 0eV/c) correspondsto the

MST(10) =: (D =0) treatmentof soft gluon ef- width in the Gaussianp~and p,~distributions
fects in single jets or in two-jet q4 events, for primary hadrons.
Three-jetevents, etc., are not affectedby this, PAR(8): (D = 1) correspondsto a string constant
neither are singlejets for MST(l0) ~‘ 2. Note a factorPAR(8) higherfor breakupsclosestto a
that the choicemadeherealsohassomebearing heavyquark (charm and beyond), influencing
on thevalueto choosefor PAR(7). the rateof s quarkand baryonproductionand
= 0: no specialsoft gluon treatment. the meanp1.
= 1: endpoint quarksin singlejets or q4 sys- PAR(9): (D = 1) gives, multiplied by PAR(7), the
temsare given transversemomenta,with the q width of the Gaussianp~andp,, distributionsto
and 4 of a q4 systemobtainingoppositeand be used for leadingquarksin singlejets or q4
compensatingp~. The magnitudeof this p1 is systemswhen simulatingsoft gluon effects(i.e.
normally the sameas for the fragmentationp1, MST(lO) = 1).

but this canbemodified with PAR(9). PAR(lO): (D 0) gives the width of the Gaussian
= 2: a full treatmentof soft gluoneffectsfor q4 p~andp,, distributionsfor theoppositep~given
jet systems,summingup the contributionsfrom to the U- andJ-quarksof a leading UJ-diquark.
a number of soft gluons, see FPAR(31)— PAR(ll)—PAR(l8): unusedat present.
FPAR(34).Therecoil effectis sharedsymmetri- PAR(l9): will after a LUEXEC call contain the
cally betweenthe two sides of the jet system total energy W of all first generationjets/par-
(relevante.g. for e~e events). tides,to be usedby the PLU function for I > 0,
= 3: as MST(10) = 2, but the recoil effect is J= 20—25.
only takenup in the forward (first jet filled e.g. PAR(20): iT = 3.14159....
in LU2JET) direction (relevant e.g. for FPAR(l): (D 0.1 0eV) gives the remaining W
leptoproductionevents), below which the generationof single jets is

MST(lll)—MST(20): unusedat present. stopped(it is chosen<rn,, so that no hadrons
PAR(1): (D = 0.075) is P(qq)/P(q), the suppres- moving in the forwarddirection are missed).

sionof diquark—antidiquarkpair productionin FPAR(2): (D = I GeV) is, with quark massesad-
the field comparedto quark—antiquarkproduc- ded, used to define the minimum allowable
tion, energy for a quark—antiquarkjet system or

PAR(2): (D = 0.3)is P(s)/P(u),the suppressionof subsystem(for antiquark one may of course
s quarkpair productionin the field compared also readdiquark,etc.).
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FPAR(3)—FPAR(4): (D = 1.0, 1.5 0eV) are, to- FPAR(25),FPAR(26):(D = 0., 0.) is acorrespond-
getherwith quark masses,used to define the ing parametrizationas above for the I-quark
remaining energy below which the fragmenta- position in baryon jet fragmentation,with Xj

tion of a jet systemis stopped.The two differ- replacedby x1/x~(sincex~is constrainedby
ent alternatives refer to the Lund and the X1 <xi).
Field—Feynmanfragmentation functions (see FPAR(27)—FPAR(30):unusedat present.
MST(4)). FPAR(31) (D = 1.) is the maximum rapidity bin

FPAR(5): (D = 2) representsthe dependenceon sizeusedto sum up soft gluon contributionsin
themassof the final quarkpair for definingthe terms of one effectivegluon for each bin; i.e.
stoppingpoint of the fragmentation. whenthe total rapidity rangeconsideredis di-

FPAR(6): (D = 0.2) relativewidth of the smearing vided into a numberof equally largebins, the
of the stoppingpoint energy. bin size is chosenas largeas possiblewith this

FPAR(7): (D = 0.9) themaximumkinematicalcuts constraint.
allowedon the z-rangein jet fragmentation. FPAR(32): (D = 2.8 0eV) correspondsto the M0

FPAR(8): (D = 0.32) coefficientfor asymmetryin massscaleusedin matrix elementsto separate
the rapidity orderingof the final two hadrons. hard gluons, explicitly takeninto acount, from

FPAR(9), FPAR(l0): (D = 0.5, 0.8) power in the soft ones. Here it denotesthe upper limit
asymmetryin the rapidity orderingof the final for the soft gluonregion to besummedup.
two hadrons.The two valuesrefer to the Lund FPAR(33):(D = 1.) regulateshow farout in rapid-
and the Field—Feynmanfragmentation func- ity soft gluon effects are to be taken into
tions (seeMST(4)). account,&Y101 = ln(FPAR(33)W

2/M~).(This is
FPAR(1 1)—FPAR(18): (D = 3*0.77, 5*0.) gives not a verysensitiveparameter,sincesoft gluons

the shapeof the fragmentationfunctionsin the at the edges give a small contribution to the
Field—Feynman scheme for different quark totalp

1 of a particle.)
flavours.With c= FPAR(10+ IFU) for aquark FPAR(34): (D = 0.2) representsthe effective first
IFL (for diquarks,the heavierof the quarksis order strongcouplingconstant;(Q

2) to usein
used), the fragmentationfunction isf( z) = 1 — the soft gluon region.
c + 3c(l — z)2 for 0<c< 1 and f(z) = (1 — FPAR(35): (D = 1.) is the effectiverapidity range
c)z— C for c< 0 (i.e. the smallerthe c, the more overwhich the transversemomentumcontribu-
peakedtowardslargez). tion from a soft gluon is felt.

FPAR(l9): (D 1.) replaces FPAR(1 1)— FPAR(36)—FPAR(40):unusedat present.
FPAR(13) for the fragmentationof a quarkjet
representinga gluon (seeMST(5) = 4). COMMON/LUDAT2/KTYP( 120), PMAS(120),

FPAR(20): (D = 0.5) representsthe softeningof PWID(60), KFR(80),CFR(40)
the z spectrumfrom collineargluon effectsex- Purpose: to give access to a number of
pectedin the Lund model,exceptfor F-factors, particle/parton data and flavour treatment
giving the fragmentationfunction f( z) = (I + constants.
c)(l — z)C where c = FPAR(20) for a u or d KTYP(l)—KTYP(l08): gives particle/quark
quark fragmenting and successively smaller for charge and mass width information. Arguments
heavierquarks. between1 and 100 refer to particlesaccording

FPAR(2l),FPAR(22): (D = 1., 1.) is a parametri- to KF code, between 101 and 108 to jets
zation of the J-quark position in diquark and accordingto 100+ IFL.
baryonjet fragmentation,f(x~)= kx~°(1 — x, )b Information is stored in form KTYP(...) =

with k a normalizationconstant,a = FPAR(21) KTY1 + 10 X KTY2 where
andb = FPAR(22). KTY 1 : is particle/quark type (related to

FPAR(23),FPAR(24):(D = 0., 1.) is a correspond- charge).
ing parametrizationas above for the I-quark = 0: neutralparticleits own antiparticle.
position in mesonjet fragmentation,with x = 1: negativeparticle.
replacedby x

1.
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= 2: neutralparticlenot its own antiparticle. CFR(l3)—CFR(24):give flavour SU(6) weightsfor
= 3: positiveparticle, the productionof a spin1/2or spin3/2 baryon
= 4: doubly positive particle, from a given diquark—quark combination.
= 5: —1/3 chargequark. CFR(25)—CFR(35):contain the quark spin—spin
= 6: +2/3 chargequark. expectationvalues~ a~)for pseudoscalarand
KTY2: is a consecutivenumberingof all par- vectormesonsandspin 1/2 (~-likeandA-like)
tides/quarks with a mass width, so that the and spin 3/2 baryons, used in the description
relevant mass width information is stored in of mass splittings of diquarks and heavy hadrons
PWID in positions2 X KTY2-l and2 X KTY2. from spineffects.

KTYP(l09)—KTYP(120): unusedat present. CFR(36)—CFR(40):unusedat present.
PMAS(I )—PMAS(100). particle massesfor par-

ticles with KF code1—100. COMMON/LUDAT3/DPAR(20), IDB(120),
PMAS(101)—PMAS(108): quark constituent CBR(300),KDP( 1200)

massesstoredin positions 100+ IFU. Purpose:to give accessto particledecaydataand
PMAS(109),PMAS(IlO): unusedat present. parameters.
PMAS(lIl), PMAS(l12): amountsubtractedfrom DPAR(l)—DPAR(lO): give corrective factors to

the constituentquark or diquark masses,re- the weight calculationsfor multiparticle decay
spectively,to obtain the corresponding“current (1—8 for 3—10-particle decay, 9 for co and 4.
algebra”ones. decay to three pions, 10 for semileptonicde-

PMAS(l13), PMAS(1l4): constant terms in the cays).
mass formulae for heavy mesons and baryons, DPAR(lI)—DPAR(l3): give the primary multipl-
respectively. icity distribution in particle decays,specifically

PMAS(115), PMAS(I 16): factors which, together the constantsc1, c2 andc3 of eqs.(55) and(61).
with Clebsch—Gordan coefficients (see DPAR(14): minimumkineticenergyin phasespace
CFR(25)—CFR(35)) and quark constituent decays.
masses,determine the mass splitting due to DPAR(15): masswhich, in addition to spectator
spin—spin interactionsfor heavy mesonsand quark or diquark mass, is not assumedto
baryons,respectively(the constantk of eq. (50) partakein the weakdecayof a heavyquark(top
divided by mt). The latter factor is also used andbeyond)in a hadron,
for the splitting between spin 0 and spin 1 DPAR(l6): colour rearrangementprobability in
diquarkmasses. weak hadronic decaysof heavy hadrons(top

PMAS(11 7)—PMAS(120): unusedat present. andbeyond).
PWID(l)—PWID(60): storewidth information for DPAR(17)—DPAR(20):unusedat present.

particles (or quarks) assumedto have a mass IDB(l)—IDB(l20): give the entry point into the
broadening. For particles having a nonzero particie decay data table. For stable particles
KTY2 value in the KTYP vector, PWID(2 X IDB(...) = 0, giving a possibility to selectively
KTY2-l) is the total width F of a symmetric inhibit particle decays. Arguments up to 100
Breit—Wigner shapeand PWID(2 X KTY2) is refer to particleKF code, while heavyhadrons
the maximum deviation from the PMAS mass (KF> 100) are lumped togetherin position 76
value at which the Breit—Wigner shape is trun- + 5 X IFL + KSP,with IFU the flavour of the
cated. heaviest quark in the hadron and KSP spin

KFR(1)—KFR(80): describe the correspondence classification as explained for UUIFLV.
between a given quark content (and particle CBR(l)—CBR(300): give cumulative branching
spin) andthe flavourKF codefor hadrons,and ratios for the different decaychannelsIDC.
are as such used in the two directions by KDP(l)—KDP(l200): contain the decay products
LUIFUD andLUIFLV. in the different channels,with four positions

CFR(1)—CFR(l2): give a parametrizationof the 4 X IDC — 3 to 4 X IDC reserved for each
uti—dd—s8 flavour mixing for pseudoscalar and channel. The decay products are given follow-
vector mesons.
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ing the standardKF codefor jetsandparticles modesof operation.Theseare initially assigned
(see appendix A). sensible default values, so that the beginner need
In thefirst position,4 X IDC — 3, an additional not worry about them. Neither need he worry
term of ±1000X MMAT (with sign chosen about the detailed physics presentedin sections
equal to the decay product sign) is included 2—5. The Monte Carlo is built as a slave system,
with matrix elementand otherdecay treatment i.e. the usersuppliesthe main program,andfrom
information. HereMMAT : this the Monte Carlo subroutinesarecalledon to
= 0: no special matrix element treatment, executespecific tasks, after which control is re-
quarks and particles are copied directly to event turnedto the main program.Below we give some
recordwith momentumdistributedaccordingto examplesof what type of statementscould appear
phase space. in the main program.
= 1: cc and 4 decaysinto threepions. A 10 GeV u quarkjet going out along the +z
= 2: phase space model for the productionof axis is generatedwith

particlesfrom the quarksavailable,usede.g. for CAULLU1JET(0, 1,0,0,10.,0.,0.)
hadronicdecaysof charmandbottom.
= 3: semileptonicdecaysfor charmandbottom Note that such a single jet is not required to
(and leptonic for T). conserveenergy,momentumor flavour, and that
= 4: heavy(top and beyond)quark or lepton in additionthe generationschememaygive rise to
weak decay with quarkspairedoff into colour particles with large, negativep~.If MST(5)= 2
singlet systems. primary hadronswith p~<0 will be thrown away

automatically.

COMMON/LUDAT4/CHAG(50), CHAF( 100) In e.g. a leptoproductioneventa typical situa-
Purpose:to give accessto charactertypevariables.

tion could be a u quark going out in the + z
CHAG(l): blank. directionand a ud0 targetremnantessentiallyat
CHAG(2)—CHAG(18): antiquark, gluon and rest.Thesimplestprocedureis probablyto treatit

quark flavour names in positionsCHAG(10+ in the CM frame and boost it to the lab frame
IFL). afterwards.Hence,if the CM energy W = 20 0eV

CHAG(19)—CHAG(22): some further codes re-
and the boost /3=0.996 (correspondingto XBlatedtojets.
0.045)

CHAG(23)—CHAG(31): chargeandparticle/anti-
particledistinction. CALL LU2JET(0, 1, 12,20.)

CHAG(32)—CHAG(35): spin classification for CAUU LUROBO(0.,0.,0., 0., 0.996)
heavyhadrons(KF> 100).

CHAG(36): status of entry (decayed/ The jets could of course also be defined and
fragmented/beam particle/virtual particle), allowed to fragment in the lab frame with

CHAG(37)—CHAG(40):J- andI-quarkandvertex
CAUULU1JET(—l, 1,0,0, 223.15,0.,0.)entries.

CHAG(41)—CHAG(50):unusedat present. CALL UU1JET(2,12,0,0,0.6837,3.1416,0.)
CHAF(l)—CHAF(100): particle names (usually CALL UUEXEC

excludingcharge)accordingto KF code. Note here that the targetdiquark is requiredto

movein thebackwardsdirectionwith (E —p~)qq —

m~( 1 — x~)to obtain the correctinvariantmassof
7. Exampleson how to use the program the system.This is, however,only an artefactof

usinga fixed diquarkmassto representa varying
The Lund MonteCarlo is veryversatile,but the targetremnantmass,andis of no importancefor

price to be paid for this is a large number of the fragmentation.If one wants a nicer-looking
adjustableparametersandswitchesfor alternative eventrecord,it is possibleto usethe following
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CALL UU1JET(—l, 1,0,0,223.15,0., 0.) will be given. Forjet systemsin the Lund scheme
MST(9) = I (MST(S)= 1) theseshould be conservedexactly.
P(2,5) = 0.895 An exampleof the output from LUUIST is given
CALU UU1JET(2, 12,0,0,0., 0., 0.) in appendixC. Also particle andpartondatacan
MST(9) = 0 be listed with LULIST.
CALL UUEXEC An event, as storedin the LUJETS common-

block, will contain original jets and the whole
A 30 0eV utig event with £~= 8 GeV andE~= 14 decaychain, i.e. also particleswhich subsequently
0eV is simulatedwith havedecayed.This is useful in many connections,

but if one only wants to retaine.g. the final state
CALL LU3JET(0, 1, — 1, 30., 2. * 8./30.,2.* l4./30.) chargedand neutral particles(except for neutri-
The eventwill be given in a standardorientation nos) this is donewith
with the u quark along the +z axis and the U in CALL LUEDIT(2)
the —z, +x quadrant. Not all three-jet events can
besimulatedwithin the Lund schemefor gluonjet Theinformation in LUJETS may be useddirectly
fragmentation;certainminimum invariant masses to study an event. Someusefuladditional quanti-
betweenthe partonsare necessaryas describedin ties derivedfrom these,such as chargeand rapid-
section4.3. The responsibilityrestson the usernot ity, may easily be found via the KLU and PUU
to makecalls like e.g. functions.As an example,we takea run to study

COMMON/LUJETS/N,K(250,2), P(250,5)
(histogrambooking)
DO 100 IE= 1, 1000 (loop overevents)
CALL UU2JET(0, 1, —1,20.) (generateevents)
IF(IE.LE.2) CAUU UUUIST(I) (list first two events)
CALL LUEDIT(3) (keeponly chargedstableparticles)
DO 100 I = 1, N (loop overparticlesin event)
IF(K(I, 2).NE.17)GOTO 100 (skip everythingbut iTt)

PZ = P(I, 3) (longitudinalmomentumreadoutdirectly)
PA = PUU(I, 8) (absolutemomentumfound with PUU function)
(fill PZ and PA in histograms)

100 CONTINUE
(edit andoutputhistograms)
END

CALL LU3JET(0, 1, — 1,30.,0.5,0.997) the ir~ total and longitudinal momentumin 20
_ 0eV uti events.

for which Mug 1.65 0eV is definitely too small
andwhich hencewill leadto an infinite loop in the In the particletablesthe following particlesare
program.

consideredas stable: y, e~,p/, iT K~,K~,p,
It is always good practiceto list one or a few

events during a run to check that the program is ~, n, i~and all neutrinos.It is, however,always
working asintended.With possibleto inhibit the decayof any given particle

by putting the corresponding1DB value to zero,
CAUL UUUIST(l) e.g. IDB(37) = 0 makesK~and IDB(57) = 0 A

stable.
all particles will be listed and in addition total The Field—Feynman jet model [14] is available
charge, momentum and energy of stable particles in the program by changing the following values:
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MST(4) = 2 (i.e. use Field—Feynmanparametriza- on previousversionsof the program,in particular
tion of longitudinal fragmentationfunctions,with thanksgo to Gunnar Ingelman.Needlessto say,
their a parameterstoredin FPAR(1 l)—FPAR(13)), the responsibility for any remaining errors in
MST(10) = 1 (give endpoint quark p~as quarks physics or programming rests solely with the
created in the field), PAR(I) = 0. (no baryon—anti- author.
baryonproduction),PAR(2)= 0.5 ( s/uratio for
theproductionof newq4 pairs)andPAR(7)= 0.35
(a, determiningthe width of the Gaussiantrans- Appendix A
versemomentumdistribution). In additiononly u,
d ands singlequarkjetsmaybe generatedfollow- KFflavour codes
ing the FF recipe.Various hybrid arrangements
using e.g. FF fragmentationfunctionsin jet sys- The KF codefor particles,partonsandvarious
tems are of course possible, but then with the otherobjectsis centralfor an understandingof the
understandingthat this no longer may be repro- event record, but also for decaydata, etc. Corn-
ducible with another implemetationof the FF plete tablesfor particlesandpartonsmaybe ob-
“standardjet”. tamedwith LULIST. Hereweprovidean overview

Another important point where alternative of the codes.A negativeKF code,whereexisting,
schemesare available is the matter of gluon jet always correspondsto the antiparticle (or anti-
fragmentation,regulatedby MST(5). The default quark,etc.) of the positiveKF object,andis hence
value,MST(5) = 1, is the only alternativein which not included.Codes5 and 15 are “quasiparticles”
energy, momentumandflavour are conservedex- usedfor bookkeepingpurposes.
plicitly. If MST(5)~ 2 jets are taken to be inde-
pendentlyfragmenting.For MST(5) = 2 the Lund 0 blank, i.e. no entryof any kind
schemefor independentgluon jets is used,while I y 46 !0

e.g. MST(5) = 3 correspondsto treatingagluonjet 2 Z° 47
just like ‘a quark jet of random flavour and 3 W~ 48 ~ +

MST(5) = 5 to treating it like a quark and an 4 H° 49 ~
antiquarkjet sharingthe total energyaccordingto 5 y/Z° 50 ~
the Altarelli—Parisi splitting function. Thiswill of 6 51 C~
coursenot makeour programcompatiblewith the 7 e 52 C~1
Hoyer et al. [25] or the Ali et al. [26] Monte 8 ~e 53 C~
Carlos, where such schemesare used,but may 9 ~i 54 C,~
sometimesbe useful to check how much depends 10 55 C~
on this choice as comparedto other differences 11 T 56 C~
betweentheprograms. 12 v,, 57 A

l3A 58A~
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26 ~ 71 ~ 592 the antiflavour to the flavour given im-
27 p~ 72 ~ mediatelybeforethis (normally 591).
28 K*+ 73 ~*O 601—688 extra information for diquark/hadron
29 K*O 74 C~ jets, givenin the form 600 + 10 X IFUJ + IFLI.
30 D*O 75 C~ If the jet contains a J-quark, then IFUJ is the
31 D*+ 76 C*~ IFU codefor it, elseIFLJ is 0. Correspondingly

32 F*+ 77 C~’~ IFUI mayrepresentan I-quark.33 p° 78 C*~ 700 extra vertex information for soft gluon treat-
34 cc 79 C*(~ ment.
35~ 80C*i~/~
36 J/4’ 81 IFL codes, used only for quarks/diquarks/
37 K~ 82 gluons,agreewith the KF codes500—588 if 500 is
38 K~ 83 flb subtractedfrom these,so that e.g.
39
40 85~~ Og 6t 2lud1
41 p 86

77h I u 7 1 22 dd
1

42n 87T 2d 8h 23ds0
43 ~ 88 ‘4~~ 3 s 11 uu1 31 us1
~ ~0 89 ~/‘1 4 c 12 ud0 32 ds1

45 ~ 90 ~Ph 5 b 13 us0 33 ss~
91—100 free to use

101—122 heavypseudoscalarmesons
123—144 heavyvectormesons Appendix B
145—240 heavyspin 1/2 baryons(“~-like”)
241—292 heavyspin 1/2 baryons(“A-like”) A vocabularyofvariable names
293—392 heavyspin 3/2 baryons
500 g 503 s 506 t Although a completestandardizationof varia-
501 u 504 c 5071 ble namesin the programhasnot beenstrived for,
502 d 505b 508 h there still are some rules that havebeen kept in
5 11—588 diquarksin the form 500 + lOx IFL1 + mind when constructingnames.A knowledgeof

IFL2 where IFU1 and IFU2 are the IFL codes thesemight simplify any reading of the actual
for the two quarksin the diquark,with IFU1 ~‘ program. Below we give a list of frequentlyused
IFL2 for spin 1 diquarksand IFL1 <IFL2 for name elements,where dots before and/or after
spin 0 ones.The most frequentlyusedones: indicatesa preponderantuse as suffix, prefix or

511 uu1 521 ud1 531 us1 anywherein thename.Examplesof completevan-
512 ud0 522 dd1 532 ds1 ablenamesare given in parantheses.
513 us0 523 ds0 533 ss1
590 spectatorflavour, remainingin heavyhadron .A absolutevalue(KFA, PA).

(KF> 100)when the heaviestquarkis assumed AUP a, angleat gluon corner.
to decayweakly. When encounteredin decay BE. /3, direction andsize of a Uorentzboost
data, it signalsthat the spectatorflavour of the (Cartesian components BEX, BEY,
hadron under considerationshould be found BEZ).
and addedto the decayproductlist. BR brancingratio in decay(CBR).

591 a randomflavour, chosenby usingthe same C. cosineof angle(CTHE).
probabilitiesas when producinga quark—anti- CHA. charactervariable(CHAU).
quark or diquark—antidiquarkpair in the field, CHI x~extra azimuthal angle e.g. at gluon
used as starting point in some phase space corner.
calculations. .D. relatedto particledecays(1DB, KDP).
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ECM total energy of system in CM frame. formed, i.e. original valuesfor singleq
.F. relatedto jet fragmentation(FPAR). jet or q4 jet systemtreatment(IFLO,

initial flavour andenergyvaluesfor jets WO, PXO).
accordingto eventrecord(IFUF, WF). P. momentum and related variables

FR constants used in flavour treatment (CartesiancomponentsPX, PY, PZ, ab-
(KFR, CFR). solutevalue PA, energy PE, massPM,

.0 relatedto soft gluon effects(MG, DO). longitudinal momentumPU, transverse
GA. y, the Lorentz factor in boosts (GA, momentumPT, transversemasssquared

GABEP). PR, sumof momentaPS).
GAM F-values (invariant time squared of .PAR parametervalues(PAR, FPAR, DPAR).

breakup points) in jet fragmentation. PHI 4, standardazimuthalangle.
H. auxiliary kinematicalvariables,e.g. for .PW power in expression(FPW, ZPW).

hyperbola equation in gluon corners .Q. variables which specifically refer to
(HA, HSUM). quarks(PRQ, MQJ, NQ).

I. counterfor position in event record and R. random numbers which have to be
other related matrices (I, IP, IS). stored away for repeated use (RBR,

.1 relatedto I-quark in hadronjets (IFLI, RSAV).
WI). S. sine of angle(STHE).

IFU. quark/diquark/gluon flavour code THE 0, standardpolar angle.
(IFU1, IFUA). W. energyvariablesE ~PL for jets(W, WO,

J. counterfor vector components(e.g. in Wi).
momentum vector) or parts of jet sys- WT. weights in matrix elements etc. (WT,
tern (J, JT). WTMAX).
relatedto J-quarkin diquarkor baryon X. energyfraction variablesin matrix ele-
jet (IFLJ, WJ). ments,usedto defineinitial jet config-

KF. particleor jet flavour code. uration(Xl, Xl 2).
KSP spin classificationof hadrons. Z. scalingvariables for the fraction of W
KTY. particlecharge,existenceof antiparticle, takenby aparticle in jet fragmentation

finite masswidth (KTYP). (Z, ZO, ZG).
L. general1oop variable(rank in fragmen-

tation URK).
M. switch for alternativemodes of opera- AppendixC

tion in the program (MST, MUIST,
MMAT). Exampleof an eventlisting

N. numberof e.g.jets/particles,often used
asupperlimit for loops(N, NP,NQ). Example of an event generatedwith CALL

.0 values of flavour and energy variables UU2JET(O, 1, 12, 20.) and listed with CALL
afterparticlesat gluoncornershavebeen UULIST(I).

EVENT LISTING

I OR! PART/JET PX PY PZ E M

1 0 U JETF 0.000 0.000 9.987 9.992 0.325
2 0 DU 0 JETF 0.000 0.000 —9.987 10.008 0.650
3 2 LAM 0 D 0.088 —0.130 —7.993 8.072 1.116
4 2 K + 0.330 —0.342 —0.810 1.061 0.494
5 1 RHO + D 0.545 0.034 1.442 1.722 0.766
6 2 RHO B— D —0.066 0.635 1.096 1.482 0.766
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EVENT LISTING (continued)

I OR! PART/JET PX PY PZ E M

7 2 RHOO D —0.372 —0.109 —0.136 0.873 0.770
8 1 P1 B— 0.188 0.241 1.481 1.518 0.140
9 1 P1 + —0.433 —0.038 3.892 3.918 0.140

10 2 OMEG D —0.279 —0.291 1.028 1.354 0.782
11 3 N 0 —0.007 —0.062 —7.008 7.071 0.940
12 3 PlO D 0.095 —0.068 —0.985 1.001 0.135
13 5 P1 + 0.272 0.004 0.067 0.313 0.140
14 5 PlO D 0.273 0.031 1.375 1.409 0.135
15 6 P1 B— 0.135 —0.042 0.038 0.203 0.140
16 6 PlO D —0.201 0.676 1.058 1.279 0.135
17 7 P1 + 0.150 —0.016 —0.238 0.315 0.140
18 7 P1 B— —0.522 —0.094 0.102 0.558 0.140
19 10 GAMM 0.166 0.111 0.513 0.551 0.000
20 10 PlO D —0.446 —0.402 0.515 0.802 0.135
21 12 GAMM 0.027 —0.092 —0.723 0.730 0.000
22 12 GAMM 0.067 0.024 —0.262 0.271 0.000
23 14 GAMM 0.119 0.073 0.784 0.797 0.000
24 14 GAMM 0.154 —0.043 0.591 0.612 0.000
25 16 GAMM 0.015 0.020 0.058 0.063 0.000
26 16 GAMM —0.217 0.657 0.999 1.215 0.000
27 20 GAMM —0.141 —0.084 0.210 0.267 0.000
28 20 GAMM —0.305 —0.318 0.305 0.536 0.000

SUM: 1.000 0.000 0.000 —0.000 20.000 2.274
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TESTRUN OUTPUT

PARTICLE DATA TABLE

KF PARTICLE ANTIPART KTYP MASS WIDTH W—CUT
IDC MAT B.R. DECAY PRODUCTS

7 E — E B+ 1 0.001

8 NUE 0 NUE B 2 0.000

9 MU — MU B+ 1 0.106

10 NUMUO NUMUB 2 0.000

11 TAU — TAU B+ 1 1.784
23 (3) 17.0 NUE B E — NUTAO
24 (3) 17.0 NUMUB MU — NUTAO
25 (2) 66.0 NUTAO D JET UA JET

12 NUTAO NUTAB 2 0.000

13 CR1 — CIII B+ 1 30.000
26 (4) 11.0 NUE B E — NUCHO
27 (4) 11.0 NUMIJB MU — NUCHO
28 (4) 11.0 NUTAB TAU — NUCHO
29 (4) 34.0 UA JET D JET NUCHO
30 (4) 33.0 CA JET S JET NUCHO

14 NUCHO NUCI-LB 2 0.000

15 PHAS 0 0.000
31 (2) 100.0 QRA JET QBRAJET

16 0 0.000

17 P1 + P1 B— 3 0.140

18 K + K B— 3 0.494

19 K 0 K B 2 0.498
32 (0) 50.0 KOS
33 (0) 50.0 KOL

20 D 0 D B 2 1.863
34 (3) 5.0 E B+ NUE 0 S JET UA JET
35 (3) 5.0 MU B+ NUMUO S JET UA JET
36 (2) 50.0 U JET DA JET S JET UA JET
37 (2) 40.0 S JET DA JET
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21 D + D B— 3 1.868
38 (3) 16.0 E B+ NUE 0 S JET DA JET
39 (3) 16.0 MU B+ NUMUO S JET DA JET
40 (2) 68.0 U JET DA JET S JET DA JET

22 F + F B— 3 2.040
41 (3) 10.0 E B+ NUE 0 S JET SA JET
42 (3) 10.0 MU B+ NUMUO S JET SA JET
43 (2) 50.0 U JET DA JET S JET SA JET
44 (2) 30.0 U JET DA JET

23 PlO 0 0.135
45 (0) 98.8 GANM GAMM
46 (0) 1.2 GANM E — E B+

24 ETA 0 0.549
47 (0) 38.2 GAMM GANM
48 (0) 30.1 PlO PlO ~io
49 (0) 23.7 P1 + P1 B— PlO
50 (0) 4.9 GAMM P1 + P1 B—
51 (0) 3.1 CAMM GANM PlO

25 ETAP 0 0.958
52 (0) 42.5 P1 + P1 B’- ETA
53 (0) 23.1 PlO PlO ETA
54 (0) 29.8 CANM RHOO
55 (0) 2.7 GAMN OMEG
56 (0) 1.9 GANN GANM

26 ETAC 0 2.970
57 (2) 100.0 QRA JET QBRAJET

27 RHO + RHO B— 33 0.766 0.148 0.400
58 (0) 100.0 P1 + PlO

28 K* + K* B— 43 0.892 0.050 0.200
59 (0) 66.7 K 0 P1 +
60 (0) 33.3 K + PlO

29 K* 0 K* B 52 0.898 0.052 0.200
61 (0) 66.7 K + P1 B—

62 (0) 33.3 K 0 PlO

30 D* 0 D* B 2 2.006
63 (0) 55.0 D 0 PlO
64 (0) 45.0 D 0 GAMM

31 D* ÷ D* B— 3 2.009
65 (0) 64.0 D 0 P1 +

66 (0) 28.0 D + PlO
67 (0) 8.0 D + GAMM

32 F* + F* B— 3 2.140
68 (0) 100.0 F + GAMN
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EVENT LISTING

I ORI PART/JET PX PY PZ E M

1 0 B JETF 0.000 0.000 17.292 18.000 5.000
2 0 C JETF —5.192 0.000 —3.007 6.000 0.000
3 0 BA JETF 5.192 0.000 —14.284 16.000 5.000
4 2 RHO + D —1.528 0.860 —1.528 2.449 0.766
5 1 BD 0 D —0.062 0.128 13.485 14.488 5.294
6 2 RHO B— D —1.473 —0.970 —0.827 2.093 0.766
7 2 RHO + D —0.485 0.588 1.274 1.671 0.766
8 2 ETAP D —0.236 0.039 1.867 2.112 0.958
9 1 P1 B— —0.334 —0.164 0.043 0.400 0.140

10 2 RHO B—D —0.173 —0.557 —0.800 1.252 0.766
11 3 BU *B+ D 4.289 —0.197 —12.117 13.918 5.335
12 2 RHOO D 0.003 0.273 —1.397 1.619 0.770
13 4 P1 + —1.008 0.278 —1.182 1.584 0.140
14 4 PlO D —0.520 0.582 —0.347 0.865 0.135
15 5 D B D 0.175 —0.634 4.675 5.075 1.863
16 5 K B— 0.497 —0.273 1.325 1.524 0.494
17 5 P1 ÷ 0.014 0.301 0.700 0.775 0.140
18 5 D 0 D —0.748 0.734 6.785 7.113 1.863
19 6 P1 B— —1.489 —0.887 —0.654 1.858 0.140
20 6 PlO D 0.016 —0.083 —0.173 0.235 0.135
21 7 P1 ÷ —0.492 0.655 0.730 1.106 0.140
22 7 PlO D 0.006 —0.067 0.544 0.565 0.135

23 8 GAMN —0.055 —0.160 0.384 0.420 0.000
24 8 RHOO D —0.181 0.199 1.483 1.692 0.770
25 10 P1 B— —0.238 0.088 —0.335 0.443 0.140

26 10 PlO D 0.065 —0.645 —0.465 0.809 0.135
27 11 GA1IN 0.027 0.019 —0.159 0.162 0.000
28 11 BU B+ D 4.262 —0.216 —11.958 13.756 5.294
29 12 P1 + —0.055 0.390 —0.324 0.529 0.140
30 12 P1 B— 0.058 —0.116 —1.073 1.090 0.140
31 14 CANN —0.155 0.201 —0.048 0.258 0.000
32 14 GAMM —0.365 0.382 —0.299 0.607 0.000
33 15 RHO B—D 0.233 —0.099 4.001 4.081 0.766
34 15 K + —0.058 —0.535 0.674 0.994 0.494
35 18 ONEG D —0.344 —0.036 1.433 1.669 0.782
36 18 K B D —0.405 0.770 5.352 5.445 0.498

37 20 GAMM 0.064 —0.038 —0.147 0.165 0.000
38 20 GANM —0.047 —0.045 —0.026 0.070 0.000
39 22 GAMM —0.033 —0.096 0.344 0.358 0.000
40 22 GAMM 0.040 0.029 0.200 0.206 0.000
41 24 P1 + —0.011 0.216 1.445 1.468 0.140
42 24 P1 B— —0.170 —0.017 0.037 0.224 0.140
43 26 GAMM —0.023 —0.071 —0.019 0.077 0.000
44 26 GAMM 0.088 —0.574 —0.446 0.732 0.000

45 28 P1 + 0.079 —0.020 —0.188 0.248 0.140
46 28 P1 B— 0.177 0.036 —0.484 0.535 0.140
47 28 RHO + D 0.624 —0.164 —2.562 2.751 0.766
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48 28 D* B D 1.641 0.020 —4.095 4.847 2.006
49 28 OMEG D 0.520 —0.087 —1.789 2.023 0.782
50 28 ETA D 0.445 0.063 —1.290 1.472 0.549
51 28 ETA D 0.664 —0.113 —1.385 1.635 0.549
52 28 PlO D 0.112 0.048 —0.164 0.245 0.135
53 33 P1 B— 0.083 —0.018 0.143 0.217 0.140
54 33 PlO D 0.150 —0.081 3.858 3.864 0.135
55 35 P1 + —0.406 —0.137 0.875 0.984 0.140
56 35 P1 B— 0.059 —0.002 0.468 0.492 0.140
57 35 PlO D 0.003 0.103 0.090 0.192 0.135
58 36 KOL —0.405 0.770 5.352 5.445 0.498
59 47 P1 + 0.418 —0.005 —2.345 2.386 0.140
60 47 PlO D 0.206 —0.159 —0.217 0.365 0.135
61 48 D B D 1.475 —0.001 —3.725 4.419 1.863
62 48 PlO D 0.166 0.021 —0.370 0.428 0.135
63 49 P1 + 0.114 0.047 —0.110 0.217 0.140
64 49 P1 B— 0.242 —0.287 —0.937 1.020 0.140
65 49 PlO D 0.164 0.154 —0.742 0.787 0.135
66 50 P1 + 0.115 0.043 —0.180 0.259 0.140
67 50 P1 B— 0.011 —0.005 —0.366 0.392 0.140
68 50 PlO D 0.319 0.026 —0.744 0.821 0.135
69 51 GAMM 0.741 —0.033 —1.079 1.310 0.000
70 51 GAMM —0.077 —0.080 —0.306 0.325 0.000
71 52 GAMM 0.020 0.058 —0.133 0.147 0.000
72 52 GAMN 0.092 —0.010 —0.030 0.098 0.000
73 54 GAMM 0.094 0.024 1.534 1.537 0.000
74 54 GAMM 0.056 —0.105 2.324 2.327 0.000
75 57 GAMM —0.019 0.036 —0.032 0.051 0.000
76 57 GANN 0.022 0.067 0.122 0.141 0.000
77 60 GAMM 0.113 —0.040 —0.168 0.206 0.000
78 60 GANN 0.093 —0.119 —0.049 0.159 0.000
79 61 OMEG D 0.629 0.594 —2.377 2.647 0.782
80 61 K 0 D 0.847 —0.595 —1.348 1.771 0.498
81 62 GAMM 0.072 0.069 —0.242 0.262 0.000
82 62 GANM 0.094 —0.049 —0.128 0.166 0.000
83 65 GAMM 0.085 0.017 —0.411 0.420 0.000
84 65 GANN 0.079 0.137 —0.330 0.366 0.000
85 68 GAMM 0.140 —0.030 —0.452 0.474 0.000
86 68 GANM 0.179 0.055 —0.292 0.347 0.000
87 79 P1 + 0.377 0.186 —1.387 1.456 0.140
88 79 P1 B— 0.062 0.085 —0.069 0.188 0.140
89 79 PlO D 0.189 0.323 —0.921 1.003 0.135
90 80 KOS D 0.847 —0.595 —1.348 1.771 0.498
91 89 GAMM 0.196 0.222 —0.698 0.759 0.000
92 89 GAMM —0.007 0.101 —0.222 0.244 0.000
93 90 PlO D 0.094 —0.233 —0.217 0.358 0.135
94 90 PlO D 0.752 —0.362 —1.132 1.413 0.135
95 93 GAMM —0.008 —0.012 —0.074 0.076 0.000
96 93 GAMN 0.103 —0.222 —0.142 0.283 0.000
97 94 GAMM 0.173 —0.055 —0.334 0.380 0.000
98 94 GANII 0.580 —0.307 —0.797 1.032 0.000

SUM: 0.000 —0.000 —0.000 —0.000 40.000 4.566
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EVENT LISTING

I ORI PART/JET PX PY PZ E M

1 0 DU OJETF 0.000 0.000 9.979 10.000 0.650
2 1 D JQU IQ 0.812 7.000 0.772 7.000 0.000
3 0 D JETF —0.000 0.000 —9.995 10.000 0.325
4 3 SAIQ 0.000 0.000 0.734 6.000 0.000
5 3 K* 0 D 0.062 —0.065 —0.312 0.955 0.898
6 3 ETAP D —0.433 0.069 —8.135 8.203 0.958
7 1 P + 0.042 —0.191 8.677 8.730 0.938
8 3 PlO D 0.107 0.048 0.777 0.798 0.135
9 1 OMEG D 0.221 0.138 —1.024 1.315 0.782

10 5 K + —0.061 0.193 —0.038 0.535 0.494
11 5 P1 B— 0.123 —0.258 —0.274 0.420 0.140
12 6 Fl + —0.086 0.097 —0.795 0.818 0.140
13 6 P1 B— —0.032 0.008 —2.480 2.484 0.140
14 6 ETA D —0.315 —0.036 —4.860 4.901 0.549
15 8 GAMN 0.136 0.046 0.710 0.724 0.000
16 8 GANN —0.029 0.003 0.068 0.074 0.000
17 9 P1 + —0.124 0.015 —0.171 0.254 0.140
18 9 P1 B— 0.032 0.183 —0.151 0.277 0.140
19 9 PlO D 0.313 —0.060 —0.703 0.783 0.135
20 14 P1 + —0.092 0.040 —1.430 1.440 0.140
21 14 Fl B— —0.121 0.103 —1.792 1.804 0.140
22 14 PlO D —0.102 —0.179 —1.639 1.657 0.135
23 19 GAMM 0.034 0.035 —0.137 0.145 0.000
24 19 GAMM 0.280 —0.095 —0.566 0.638 0.000
25 22 GAMM 0.003 0.016 —0.037 0.041 0.000
26 22 GAMM —0.105 —0.194 —1.601 1.616 0.000

SUN: 1.000 0.000 0.000 —0.016 20.000 2.412

EVENT LISTING

I ORI PART/JET PX PY PZ E M

1 0 U JETF 1.856 —10.580 8.053 13.429 0.325
2 0 UA JETF 10.958 —0.706 10.107 14.928 0.325
3 1 P + —0.095 —1.249 1.096 1.910 0.938
4 2 PlO D 2.661 —0.255 2.171 3.447 0.135
5 1 N B 1.796 —5.256 4.836 7.425 0.940
6 1 RHOO D 0.972 —3.907 3.240 5.225 0.770
7 1 PlO D 1.267 —0.113 0.265 1.306 0.135
8 2 P1 B— 6.213 —0.506 6.551 9.044 0.140
9 4 GAMM 0.447 —0.085 0.406 0.610 0.000

10 4 GAMM 2.214 —0.170 1.765 2.836 0.000
11 6 P1 + 0.440 —1.553 1.752 2.387 0.140
12 6 P1 B— 0.531 —2.353 1.488 2.838 0.140
13 7 GAMM 0.332 0.020 0.103 0.348 0.000
14 7 GAMN 0.935 —0.133 0.163 0.959 0.000

SUM: 0.000 12.814 —11.286 18.160 28.357 2.298


